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TB Exposure Spurs
Testing on Students
By Daniel C. Stevenson
CHAIRMAN

Over the next few weeks, the
Medical Department will test at
least 150 students for exposure to
tuberculosis, the result of a fullblown case of TB discovered in a
student last fall. Any other student
may also be tested for free by the
Medical Department.
Nine students close to the original patient have already been tested,
five of whom are undergoing antibiotic treatment for passive TB infection. Those students, along with the
others who tested negative, are not
contagious and pose no risk to other
students.
Additional students who were
associated with the original patient
through her living group or small
classes are now being tested
because of the several cases in the

first group.
"We expect the number of positive tests to be very small, but feel
this additional testing is prudent,"
the Medical Department said in a
press release.
"We don't think MIT students
are more at risk than any others, but
we're going to take it seriously.
We're going to respond appropriately," said Senior Associate Dean for
Undergraduate
Education and
Student
Affairs
Robert
M.
Randolph, calling the response a
"conservative approach."
The community wasn't notified
of the infection earlier partially
because of "concern for the person
who was ill," Randolph said. Also,
testing before last month would not
have revealed very many infections

DAVID TARIN-THE

The Chorallarles a cappella group perform at the Charm School graduation
Thursday. See story, page 17.
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'Iron Maiden' Crushes Opponents Dining Report Revea~
In 6.270 Lego Robot Competition Many Are Not Satisfied
By Thomas R. Karlo
EXECUTIVE

EDITOR

Three seniors accomplished a
goal they set out to achieve as freshmen, winning Wednesday night's
6.270 Autonomous Lego Robot
0 0 0 Desi.~n
compeltlton
with their
entry, "Iron
Maiden."
Danilo D. Almeida '97, Michael P.
Schmidt-Lange '97, and Derek W.
Truesdale '97 beat 39 other teams to
win the competition, dominating the
evening's double-elimination tournament without a single loss.
This year's contest, entitled
"RoboRats," challenged competitors
to build robots, or "rats" that would
collect the most foam blocks from
the playing field during a 60-second
round. To make the blocks easier to
manipulate, each block face had a
hole so that robots could impale the
blocks to maneuver them.
Organizers amended the contest
rules midway through the contest to
require robots to move the blocks in
the center of the table before they
could ':eceive points for possessing
the blocks.
A varying number of points
were awarded for collecting neutral
blocks from the middle of the table,

o
I6.2
I
70

an opponent's blocks, or moving those blocks to the shelf on
the robot's horne side of the
contest table.
The winning trio, who
originally had decided to
team up while freshman
roommates, had been lotteried out of the oversubscribed class for three
years before finally
being admitted this
year. "It's been our
dream since" freshman year, SchrnidtLange said.
The team's
robot employed
a strategy of driving over the rows
of blocks, lowering a
set of rods through the holes in the
blocks, and then lifting them. "At
first, we were just going to impale
them, but then the rule change
forced us to move them," Truesdale
said.
Placing second was "Moo
Cow,"
built
by
Praveen

By Douglas E. Heimburger
The robot "Iron
Malden"
picks
,up blocks In the
center
of the
contest table to
win
the
final
round of 6.270.

Ghanta '99, Terrance Harmon '99,
and Amit Khetan '99. This robot's
strategy was to quickly grab
blocks and then attack the opposing robot, hopefully pinning or
confusing it.
6.270, Page 22

STAFF REPORTER

The dining review working
group recently released its interim
report, which summarizes student
opinion garnered from open meetings and focus groups held last fall.
The report, originaJly scheduled
to be released in December, was
released behind schedule because of
difficulties in scheduling meetings
with all the members of the group,
said Campus Activities Complex
Director Philip 1. Walsh, who leads
the committee. "Time is a difficult
issue right now," he said.
Difficulties in holding focus
group sessions with students and
staff members also delayed the
issuance of the interim report,
'Walsh said.
Students comment on dining
A major section of the interim
report is devoted to presenting a
summary of student comments on
dining as gathered through the focus
group meetings and the open meetings during September and October.

Wonn-Like Objects Seen in Walker Food
By Douglas E. Heimburger
STAFF REPORTER

Ararnark, MIT's dining contractor, has been remedying health deficiencies noted in a recent inspection
by the City of Cambridge as well as
an image damaged by the discovery
of two worm-like objects in com
served to students at Walker
Memorial last week.
The inspection report details 13
deficiencies noted at Walker during
a routine inspection conducted by
the City of Cambridge Department
of Inspectional Services late last
November.
While most of the problems
noted were minor, more serious
problems noted by the agency
included a refrigerator that was
holding poultry at a temperature of
58°F, far higher than the near-freezing temperatures required for safe
storage, and the discovery of chipping walls and paint in the basement
area, where food is kept.
In addition, the inspector found a
roach and droppings near the
Walker dining room.

A later inspection in December
found that most of the problems
addressed had been fixed, according
to the agency.
Walker's also had an inspection
in August 1995, when a similar
number of problems were found. At
that time, another refrigerator was
found to be above the guidelines for
safe food processing, according to
reports made by the agency.
Worm-like object found in corn
In the most recent incidents, two
small worm-like objects were found
in com served to students at Walker
last week.
One of the students involved,
Hugo B. Barra '00, was eating a
dinner consisting of a chicken
breast, rice, corn, and a roll on
Friday when he discovered what
looked like a "small centipede,"
Barra said.
The manager of Walker at the
time "really had a nervous breakdown" and said a similar event had
happened a few days before, Barra
said. "He was frightened" about the

incident, he added.
As reconciliation for the incident, Aramark "gave me my money
back and offered me another lunch,"
Barra said. Barra declined the meal,
however.
Barra said he was distressed
about the state of Aramark's facilities as a result of the incident. "I'm
starting to wonder what the kitchen
would look like," he said.
In 1994, students reported seeing
rats in the food-serving areas of
Lobdell Court. At the same time,
mice were found in the eating areas
of Lobdell and in other areas of the
Student Center.
Aramark takes steps to respond
Aramark is concerned about the
recent incident at Walker, said
lizabeth Emery, food services
director for the company.
When the manager at Walker
was alerted to the presence of the
worm, he immediately removed that
tray of com from the serving line,
Walker, Page 18

One of the chief complaints of
students was that Aramark facilities
are not open during hours when students eat. "MIT needs 'real' dinner
options that serve healthy meals
after 7 p.m.," the report said.
Students also complained about
the general lack of healthy dining
options on campus. "Time constraints, poor food quality, food
expense, and a lack of healthy
options are all forcing some students into unhealthy eating habits,"
the report said.
Walsh cautioned that the opinions expressed in the interim report
are not necessarily those that are
going to be adopted by the group as
they address changes. However, the
report "reflects the opinions and the
perspectives of the community," he
added.
Group identified dining sources
One area of focus for the dining
group was identifying all the
sources for student dining on and
Dining, Page 24
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Courthouse Bomber Surrenders
In California, Faces Life in Prison
THE WASHINGTON POST

LOS ANGELES

A felon suspected of engineering
a eries of bombings at a
orthern California courthouse and bank in order to derail a drug
trial that could imprison him for life surrendered Monday.
Kevin Lee Robinson, 29, allegedly hired several men to carry out
the bombings so he could disrupt his cocaine trial at the Solano
County Courthouse in Vallejo, a city north of San Franci co.
Robinson, previously convicted of drug and weapons charges, was
facing "a third strike" trial that under California law exposes him to a
prison sentence of 25 years to life. Robinson, described as the mastermind behind the bombing, wa arrested Monday afternoon. His trial
was scheduled to begin Monday.
"We believe it was an attempt to stop pending hearings," Vallejo
Police Chief Robert
ichelini told reporters at a news conference
today. "What they thought that would accomplish, I'm not sure."
Vallejo police said authoritie received a call early Monday morning from someone who reportedly was in contact with Robinson and
encouraged him to urrender.
Police arranged to meet Robinson on the street, then brought him
in for questioning and placed him under arrest.

Governors Fear States Will Bear
Burden of Federal Budget
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

President Clinton and Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
provided pledges of cooperation to the nation's governors Monday,
but provided few assurances to relieve governors' fears that the
impact of balancing the federal budget could fall heavily on the
states.
Clinton, who met privately with the governors at the White
Hou e, won no fans in the East Room with his plan to impose a cap
on Medicaid spending as part of his new budget, a move many governors said would strain their own budgets.
Clinton, who asked the governors for their indulgence until they
see his full budget later in the week, tried to lessen the sting by
promising again to provide governors with greater flexibility in managing the costly health insurance program for the poor and disabled,
including an end to the need to seek waivers to move Medicaid recipients into managed care programs.
"He (Clinton) said he was open to discussion and there will be
discussion because depending on how it's written, it could create
some some real hardship," said Republican Gov. Pete Wilson of
California.

Talk of Troop Reductions in Asia
Raise Concerns Among U. S. Allies
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

WASHINGTON

In a disclosure that could raise concern among Pacific allies, a top
defense official said Monday that the Pentagon is considering scaling
back the I OO,OOO-troopdeployment in Asia that has been a symbol of
American commitment to the region.
Adm. Joseph A. Prueher, commander of U.S. forces in the Pacific,
said Defense Secretary William S. Cohen has made it clear that the
size of the deployment is "on the table" in the wholesale review of
American military forces now underway.
Prueher reported that Cohen made his views known in a meeting
with Pentagon officials last week.
American allies in the region have watched with concern in recent
years as U.S. forces have retrenched around the world while Chinese
assertiveness and military strength have grown.
To calm allies in nations such as Japan, South Korea, Australia
and Taiwan, U.S. officials have cited the continued troop strength as
a proof of American commitment.
Only last December, Clinton mentioned it in a speech to the
Australian parliament in Canberra, when he declared: "We will maintain about 100,000 troops across the Pacific, just as we maintain
about 100,000 troops in Europe ... , We share the view of almost
every nation in Asia that a strong American security presence is a
bedrock for regional stability."

WEATHER
Fickle February
By Gerard Roe
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

There will be a deceptively pleasant start to Tuesday, with mostly sunny skies, and temperatures in the low 30s. A large storm system brewing in the Midwest will be heralded by high clouds developing during the afternoon, and a shift in the winds from northerly to
southeasterly. Beginning around midnight, the winds off the ocean
will cause Boston precipitation to be in the form of rain, although
northern and inland areas may start off with some snow before the
rain takes hold. A rainy Wednesday will see temperatures pushing
up toward 50 as warm air floods over the region. Precipitation
should taper off by evening, with totals reaching about an inch but
with locally higher amounts. Thursday is set for fairer, if colder,
weather.
Today: Starting off mainly sunny. High clouds developing in the
afternoon, turning overcast. High 36°F (2°C).
Tonight: Rain starting around midnight turning heavy. Low 34°F
(1°C).
Tomorrow:
Rainy, windy, and warm. High 49°F (9°C). Low
32°F (O°C). Cooler after passage of cold front.
Thursday: Fair but colder. High 38°F (3°C). Low 25°F (-4°C).

akistani Elections Like y
To Return Sharif to Office
By Kenneth J. Cooper
THE WASHINGTON POST

ISLAMABAD. PAKISTA

awaz
harif, forced out a
Pakistan's prime minister in 1993
for economic mismanagement and
alleged corruption,
was poised
today to return to office after an
election marked by a record low
voter turnout.
Preliminary
results
from
Monday's election for the 217-seat
parliament showed Sharifs Pakistan
Muslim League dominating races
across the country, ahead of the
Pakistan People's Party of ousted
prime mini ter Benazir Bhutto. The
election was ordered after President
Farooq Leghari dismissed Bhutto in
ovember for alleged corruption
and abuse of power.
Analysts predicted that the final
count would leave the Muslim
League as the largest party in parliament. It was unclear whether the
party would win the parliamentary
majority needed to form a government, but analysts said Sharif, a 47year-old former industrialist, could
muster one with support
from
regional parties and independents if
necessary. In addition, winners of
10 seats reserved
for religious
minorities have traditionally backed
the largest party.
Although relatively peaceful,
Pakistan's fourth election in eight
years did little to strengthen
an
unsteady democracy that has never
seen a prime minister complete a
five-year term. Military dictators
have ruled Pakistan for nearly half
the 50 years since independence
from Britain, and the army remains
the most stable force in the nation of
130 million.

About 30 percent of Pakistan's'
56.5 million voters went to the
polls, the smallest percentage
in
seven
national
votes
since
Pakistan's first free election in 1970.
The low turnout amounted to a massive expression of dismay with the
performance of three governments
headed by Bhutto or Sharif since
democracy was restored in 1988.
The widespread perception that
prime ministers and other elected
leaders have used government to
enrich themselves has reduced faith
in democracy and inspired in many
Pakistanis a nostalgic yearning for
martial law.
A recent poll conducted for the
monthly Herald magazine indicated
that 95 percent of respondents considered most of the nation's politicians to be corrupt. A slim majority
of 52 percent said martial law
harmed the country, while 43 percent said dictatorship brought benefits. Majorities in Pakistan's largest
cities, Karachi and Lahore, judged
martial law to have been beneficial.
However,
Western observers
expressed doubt Monday that the
nation's military leaders, who have
sought international
acceptance
through heavy Pakistani participation in United Nations peacekeeping
efforts, would reclaim direct control
of the government. And Leghari, a
parliamentary
appointee who has
wielded his presidential powers with
vigor
in recent
months,
told
reporters tonight: "I think democracy is here to stay."
Unless his Muslim League captures a sizeable majority, Sharif
could be constrained by Leghari' s
assertiveness and by a newly created advisory council of military and

civilian leaders. Toug.h bargaining
by the International Monetary Fund
before releasing loan funds could
further limit the new government's
flexibility to solve Pakistan's serious economic
troubles,
which •
include unemployment,
inflation,
heavy debt, deficit spending and a
shortage of foreign currency.
Sharif's
likely return to the
prime minister's office could also
inject uncertainty
into Pakistan's
relations with the United States.
When he served as prime minister
from 1990 to 1993, the State
Department was upset by his failure
to control illegal drug trafficking
and terrorist
activity
based in
Pakistan. Pakistan relations by taking stronger measures to curb drug
dealing and terrorism.
Pakistanis
harbor some fond
memories of Sharif, particularly for
two pet projects: initiating a multilane highway connecting Islamabad
to Lahore and subsidizing the purchase of yellow taxicabs by drivers.
The return of the former industrialist from Lahore, capital of Punjab
province, is likely to restore the
confidence of Pakistan's business
leaders in a struggling economy.
.~
But Sharifs re-emergence
was
less a political
embrace of him
than a rejection
of Bhutto,
in
whom many Pakistanis had placed
great hopes as a crusader
for
democracy.
Bhutto, a two-time prime minister, is the charismatic daughter of
former prime minister Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto, who was executed by a military government in 1979. Like her
most recent administration, her first
government
ended in 1990 on a
president's dismissal order.

Clinton Meets, Praises Peru's
Fujimori on Hostage Standoff
By Anthony Faiola
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

During a hastily arranged meeting at the White House Monday,
President Clinton openly praised
Peruvian
President
Alberto
Fujimori's handling of the 49-day
standoff with leftist guerrillas who
hold hostages
at the Japanese
ambassador's home in Lima.
"The president told President
Fujimori that he was skillfully walking a very flne line ... between
resolving this crisis peacefully without giving in to terror,"
White
House spokesman David Johnson
said after the visit, which also
included Vice President Gore and
Secretary
of State Madeleine
Albright.
"(Clinton) told (Fujimori) that it
is a hard line to walk but it's the
right one," Johnson said.
Fujimori landed in Washington
Saturday after an emergency weekend summit with Japanese Prime
Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto
in
Toronto to discuss the hostage crisis. Tupac Amaru Revolutionary
Movement guerrillas stormed the
Japanese Embassy's residence during a reception on Dec. 17, taking
more than 400 persons captive.
They continue to hold 72 hostages,
nearly all of them Peruvians.
Fujimori is in Washington
to
attend an international meeting on
small business lending and did not
have an appointment with Clinton.
However, White House officials
said Clinton offered an invitation
after a briefing
by Assistant
Secretary of State for Latin America
Jeffrey Davidow, who met Fujimori
at the airport Saturday to discuss the
summit in Toronto.
In offering
the invitation,

Clinton waved off cautionary signals from within his administration.
CI inton' s foreign policy advisers
had earlier advised that meetings
between heads of state are usually
not a good idea unless planned in
advance. And the State Department
counter-terrorism
experts have
repeatedly warned Clinton against
doing anything that would further
raise the public profile of the crisis.
In part because of this advice, an
administration
official said, only
newspaper and magazine photographers were allowed to record the the
start of the 20-minute meeting. The
White House wanted to ensure that
the session was not shown around
the world via CNN.
Clinton's decision to break with
his advisers' advice - and to offer
his first open praise of Fujimori's
handling of the crisis - stemmed
from progress in Toronto, where
Fujimori and Hashimoto agreed to
push for direct talks with the rebels
but ruled out granting the guerrillas'
demand for the liberation of about
400 jailed Tupac Amaru members.
In an interview
with
The
Washington
Post on Saturday,
Fujimori provided details into private, indirect talks with the rebels,
in which he said they agreed that
freeing jailed Tupac Amaru rebels
would not be on the table when the
time came for serious negotiations.
Sunday, the leader of Marxist
group inside the embassy - often
called by its Spanish initials, MRTA
- issued a statement denying that
the hostage-takers
had retreated
from that key demand, and reiterated that jailed guerrilla members be
released before they will free their
captives, according to a Reuters
report from Lima.
During a press conference fol'- .

lowing his meeting with Clinton,
Fujimori
said he" had heard the
rebels' denials. But he reaffirmed
his earlier statements,
saying the
MRT A "has two positions, one in
public, the other in private."
Both White House and Peruvian
officials said Monday that Fujimori
had not requested a meeting with
Clinton prior to his arrival here.
Peruvian officials said they did not
want to "inconvenience"
the White
House "with requests for meetings
every time the (Peruvian) president
was in town."
But privately, Peruvian officials
said they were grateful that Clinton
extended the invitation, which came
Sunday morning, saying that backto-back meetings with leaders of
Japan and the United States - two
of the most important countries to
Peru's economy - would bolster
Fujimori's public image.
The rebels have also demanded
improved
prison conditions,
an
overhaul of Peru's secret court system for people accused of terrorism
and an end to Fujimori's free-market economic reforms.
But during the press conference
following his meeting with Clinton,
a fresh-looking
and confident
Fujimori reiterated his position not
to "give into blackmail" by offering
concessions
to the terrorists,
but
also said he would not use force
unless the hostages are harmed.
Speaking briefly of his meeting
at the White House, Fujimori said
Clinton "expressed his continued ...
support to our strategy to deal with
the terrorists."
Fujimori
he discussed other issues with Clinton,
including
the status of the fight
against cocaine production in Peru,
as well the border dispute with
neighboring Ecuador.
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MiIosevic Deploys Riot Police
As Opposition Pleads for Calm
By Tracy Wilkinson
LOS ANGELES

TIMES
BELGRADE,

YUGOSLAVIA

Serbian
President
Siobodan
Milosevic, .declaring Serbia wiJI not
become a "proving ground for er-'
rorism," again deployed riot police
Monday to club and corral anti-government
demonstrators
who
returned
to the streets despite
bloody skirmishes the night before.
Thousands of students and others
were allowed to march briefly, then
were blocked by police who chased
and beat small groups of people
hurling rocks and insults. Arrests
and injuries were reported, but most
in the crowds fled before the violence escalated.
Police
and
demonstrators
appeared more restrained Monday
in comparison with the night before,
when opposition leaders and a U.S.
Marine waving his diplomatic iden-

tification were among cores of people beaten by police.
The c1ashe were the most violent how of force in 78 days of
generally peac~ful demonstrations
and appeared to be an attempt by
Milosevic to reassert his challenged
authority at a time the economy is
in a tailspin and strikes are spreading.
But in the short term, the action
may backfire by further galvanizing
an opposition movement that had
seemed
to be losi!lg
steam.
Certainly, the mood in the streets
Monday was angrier than before.
"We have embarked on a very
dangerous road of escalation," said
Zarko Korac, a political analyst who
supports the opposition. "This is
like a prairie fire, spreading but
slowly. It will drag on for weeks,
but what is clear is Milosevic will
not back down."

Demonstrators Monday screeched
in ults at police, calling them
Ustashe, a term for azi-era Croatian
fascists who were respon ible for the
death of tens of thousands of Serb
in World War II.
Leaders
of
the
Zajedno
("Together") opposition coalitionwhich initiated the demonstrations
after Milosevic annulled
ov. 17
municipal elections that his Socialist
'Party 10 t - pleaded for calm and
ordered foHowers not to provoke
police.
"This is just the beginning of a
great Gandhi-like, nonviolent resistance to brutal force," said Vuk
Draskovic, president of the opposition Serbian Renewal Movement,
backing down from an apparent
appeal earlier for protesters to arm
themselves
in
self-defense.
"Complete civil disobedience is the
only rig~t answer."

Moscow Warns Clinton on NATO,
Urges New Direction for Alliance
By Jim Hoagland
and David Hoffman
THE WASHINGTON

POST
MOSCOW

Russian Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin said Monday he will
warn President. Clinton and Vice
President Gore in Washington this
week that the rapid expansion of
NATO into Central Europe threatens to undermine the Yeltsin government and will fuel extremist
demands in Russia for a return to
armed confrontation with the West.
Chernomyrdin's
"
forceful
remarks
were clearly meant to
advance Russia's negotiating posture in discussions with the United
States and other NATO allies. He
also demanded
that NATO sign
with Russia "a binding treaty, with
verification" that would commit the
Atlantic Alliance to .change from. a

military body into "a political organization" fhat would not treat Russia
as its main threat and enemy.
.
These positi'ons have already
been ruled out by NATO, which is
expected
at its July summit in
Madrid to invite Poland, Hungary
and the Czech Republic to become
"members two years from now.
RUSSIan leaders,
including
President Boris Yeltsin and many
nationalists and Communists, have
denounced the expansion plans from
the start. But over the last year,
there has been a growing realization
here that expansion is inevitable,
despite Russia's
objections.
In
response, Russia has tried floating
trial balloons
- creation
pf a
nuclear-free zone in Central Europe,
for example - but none have been
acceptable to the West.
.
But Chernomyrdin's expressions

of alarm, delivered against the backdrop of Yeltsin's
continuing
"ill
health and intense political maneuvering in Moscow, also seemed to
reflect a genuine concern
that
Washington and other Western capitals have not grasped the potential
damage he said the NATO debate
could do to the already weakened
Russian government.
Chernomyrdin,
who normally
sees Gore twice a year for narrowlyfocused sessions on trade, investment and science, portrayed the
U.S.-Russian relationship at a significant turning point. He suggested
that failure to resolve the NATO
expansion issue by the time Clinton
and Yeltsin are scheduled to meet in
March could lead to a Russia
increasingly swayed by ultranationalists "and the tanks will be rolling
out" of-now inactive factories.
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Lockheed Martin Makes Plans
To Spin Off 10 Divisions
THE WA HlNGTON

POST
WASHINGTO

Lockheed Martin Corp. announced Monday that it will spin off 10
"non-core" divisions with 5,000 employees to a newly created company jointly owned by a Lehman Blothers J10ldings Inc. partnership,
a management team and Lockheed Martin.
Nine of the 10 divisions are pieces of Loral Corp. that have been
left in a free- tanding group, in preparation for a spinoff, since
Lockheed Martin acquired Loral last April.
The new company, to be called L3 Communications, will be run
by Frank C. Lanza, who was Loral's chief operating officer. After the
purchase of Loral, he became a Lockheed Martin executive vice president and was viewed as a possible successor to Chief Executive
orman R. Augustine when Augustine retires in about five years.
Loral was a feisty collection of defense electronics units that had
been assembled over two decades by Wall Street investor Bernard L.
Schwartz, who let Lanza run the company.
A taciturn New Yorker admired for his creativity and engineering
genius, Lanza chafed at the buttoned-down atmosphere at Lockheed
Martin's Bethesda, Md., headquarters, according to people who know
him. He never moved permanently to this area, and will set up the
new company's headquarters in New York.
At the time of the merger last year, Loral spun off its space divisions into a separate firm, Loral Space & Communications Ltd., run by
Schwartz. Joining Lanza in the new venture will be Robert V. LaPenta,
a Lockheed Martin vice president who had been Loral's comptroller.

DynCorp Wms Big Contract
From Pentagon for Military Services
THE WASHINGTON

POST
WASH I GTON

DynCorp has won a potentially huge contract to provide a host of
support services - digging latrines, installing telephones or whatever
else is needed - for the U.S. military's deployments into foreign
trouble spots over the next five years.
The contract is worth a minimum of $25 million to the Reston,
Va., company, but the actual value could be significantly higher,
depending on the number and scope of overseas deployments.
Halliburton Co.'s Brown & Root Inc. unit, which has had the contract since 1991, received $738 million from 1993 to 1996 for supporting missions in Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti, Saudi Arabia and
Bosnia, said Rey Aponte, a spokesman for the Army Materiel
Command, which awarded the contract.
Under the contract, DynCorp will have to be ready to deploy thousands of workers anywhere in the world on a few days' notice. Those
employees will, have to perform myriad tasks, including cooking
meals, washing clothes, building roads and installing sophisticated
communications networks.
The contract in many ways represents the changing nature of overseas military 'Operations. Cpmpanies like DynCorp often can provide
support services faster and cheaper than can military personnel. Using
private-sector support workers also allow the Defense Department to
deploy fewer soldiers, which is politically helpful for it in a time of
thinning ranks and increasing scrutiny of foreign troop commitments.
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The dining review working group recently relea ed it interim
report on the progre it ha made thu far examining MIT's dining ituation. The report, which detail input from numerou meetD d ljetofV'tJe
ing and focus group the working
DU/fl
, fIW
group has organized, recounts many
of the opinion that anyone even
vaguely familiar with dining service at MIT could have said in
the pace of 20 minute , in contra t to the more than half year the
working group ha taken to pre ent' u with these conc usion .
While the group's exten ive effort to consult far and wide
in determining the long-term framework ofMIT's food services
are laudable, the group has been deplorably slow in making
progress. It hould move fa ter to di cuss the real issues
involved - namely expanded services and competition - so it
can complete it work. The bidding proce s.must begin as soon
as possible to en ure that MIT's futureXlining services provider
(or provider ) will meet these needs.
ot surprisingly, most of the comments that the working
group received zeroed in on problems that students have been
complaining about for years about Aramark, MIT's current dining ervices provider. Many people say Aramark has been unrepon ive to complaint, lacks variety in its,food options (a problem Aramark began addressing recently), charges too much for

nl

,

the food it serve , and ha limited and inconvenient hours.
tudent want to be able to u e their MIT Cards at local nonMIT place like LaVerde' Market, they want eateries all around
campus, and they want competition. These are all demands that
Aramark ha not delivered on. If Aramark - or any other potential bidderis not willing to ac~ommodate the e demands under
a new contract, MIT should refu e the company. Judging by its
record) Aramark should not be high on the list' of candidates.
The decision this fall to extend Aramark's five-year contract for a second time (through the 1997-98 school year) was a
mistake, but one necessitated by the failure of the Department
of Hou ing and Food Services to move forward in a timely
manner with the food ervice examination that the working
group is now pursuing. IfHFS knew it wanted to make such an
extensive study, it hould have planned for it several years ago
rather than force the extension of a contract for a very unpopular company for two extra years.
HFS is not even close to the point of soliciting bids; the
process won't start until October. Even at this far too belated
stage, we hope that the working group and HFS can keep to the
present schedule so that starting the 1998-99 school year MIT
can have something better than an unresponsive food services
monopoly.

Letters To The Editor

~ape Is a Problem
In All Facets of Life

Seniors Should Give
To the Senior Gift

I neither agree nor disagree with the main
As graduating seniors, we must begin to
opinion put forth by Dianne Egnor '97 in her as ume the responsibilitiesof alumni. There are
letter to the editor ["Name Change Can Make many things that alums do to help MIT. Alums
IFC Less Greek-Centric," Jan. 29]. I do, serve as educational counselors and interview
however, take issue with Egnor's assertion
applicants to MIT; they recruit students for
that "the new member education program
sU!TImer
and full-timejobs. MIT alums also are
including rape awareness may be beneficial generous in making donations to the endowto some fraternities but that it doesn't really ment. This is perhaps the most significant way
apply to a house of 30 men and women liv- alums can make a lasting contribution.
ing together."
Like other prominent academic institutions,
The assumption that rape exists only in MIT will remain great only as long as it continfraternities but not in coed groups like .ues attracting world-class faculty and students.
Egnor's is naive, insulting, and - worst of all This takes money and lots of it. A little-known
- dangerous. Evil resides in all of our organi- fact is that an undergraduate tuition pays only
zations, all of our families, and in each one of abouthalf of an MIT education.So in a sense, all
us. The misconception that rape is a danger studentsare already receivinga $22,000 scholaronly in other people's groups is one of the ship to pay for the actual cost of being here. Alt
unfortunate myths that hampers the preven- seniorsdm make their firstcontributionas future
alums by giving to the senior gift. This year, the
tion of sexual violence.
Allen N. Jordan '97 Senior Gift Committee is focusing on a project
The writer is a member oj Chi Phi that will improvethe qualityof student life.

"Red Meat" is the best thing to happen to
The Tech since Bill Jackson.
Jeremy H. Brown G

.,.,-- ~tUtHe.

lee...

[Editor's note: Bill Jackso'1 '93 is a Jormer
opinion editor oJThe Tech. We plan to to run
at least another 27 strips oj "Red Meat. "]
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An article in Wednesday's issue
["U.N. Secretary Kofi Annan To Speak
at Commencement"] incorrectly stated
the date for Commencement ceremonies. Commencement will take
place oil June 6.
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This is in response to the letter from Justin
O. Cave '98 ['''Red Meat' Is Inappropriate,"
Jan. 29].
I disagree with Cave in that I find "Red
Meat" the most hilarious cartoon The Tech
has had for a long time. Its bizarre humor is a
refreshing change from the somewhat adolescent variety we are treated to in the other
comics. I was quite disappoint~d not to find
new "Red Meat" clips in the Jan. 29 issue of
The Tech. Hopefully, this was just a creative I
break, and we'll see more meat in future
issues.
Maximilian K. Riesenhuber G

'Red Meat' Rivals Jackson

We fl.{Oioto

Hugo M. Ayala G, Jessica Wu '99.

EDITORS

'Red Meat' Is Hilarious

What a disgusting, vile, snide, sarcastic
comic strip that is! Kudos for printing something that's not wafIl] and fuzzy.
James P. Sarvis G
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I would like all seniors to take time to
think about how much this place already .has
changed our lives. Giving back is part of the
MIT tradition of leaving things a little better
than how we found them.
Pang Lee '97
Chairman, Senior Gift Committee
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Diss~nts, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are
the opinions of the signed members of the editorial board choosing
to publish their disagreement with the editorial. .
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
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To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. Electronic mail
is the easiest way to reach any member of our staff. Mail to specific
departments
may be sent to the following addresses:
ads@the-tech.mit.edu,
news@the-tech.mit.edu,
sports@thetech.mit.edu, arts@the-tech.mit.e9u, photo@the-tech.mit.edu,
circ@the-tech.mit.edu (circulation department). For other matters,
send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu, and it will be directed to the
appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the World Wide Web
at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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Se .or Gift '97...
Improving the quality 9f student life

SENIORS
We're looking for Gift Representatives
who will communicate the senior gift
program to the class.

Put the world ~t your fingertip
Software Engineering
Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-~ptics _
Image Processing.

JUNIORS
We're looking for Junior Re{lliwho will
learn about the 'program this year, and
lead the effort next year.

With Raytheon Electronic Systems,
you'll create
the
technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world.
You'll maximize your Engineering and Computer Science
knowledge and make an impact when you join our team.
We currently have over 350 opportunities available in the
technical areas listed above.
Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon.
To find out more about the complex challenges we have to
oHer, please contact the Career ~Iacement dffice to sign
up for an inte"!iew.
For additional information',
http://www.raythe9n.com/res

please

see our homepage
.

at:

Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on
campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electroni.c
Systems, Profe$sional StaHing, M/S T2SL2, 50 Apple Hill
Drive, Tewksbury, MA 01876-0901. Fax: (508) 858.1163.
E-mail: staHing@res.ray.com

e-mail: giftcore@mit.edu
phone: x3-0708

U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

R.__ eon Electronic
Systems
--------

---
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GR.OCER.YS

The Housing ~d Community Affairs Committee has set up a free shuttle bus tha~takes students to a local supennarket,
the SuperStar Market in All~ton. All members of the MIT cqmmurtity are welcome to use the service.
A big thank-you to Star Market Corporation, which sponsors the service by chartering the bus .
. Below is an esti~ated schedule (weather and traffic cause slight yariations). You will have at least one hour to s4op.

LOOK FOR THE YELLOW
SCHOOL BUS HERE:

,Eastgate

SATURDAY

TUES:DAY'

as always
8:00 am . 9:00 am - 10:00 am

- starting Feb 4.
11'00 am

7:00pm

8:00pm

9:10pm

(wait at 1 Amherst 51.)

I
I

am

10:01 am

11:01 am '

7:01 pm 8:01 pm 9:11 pm

8:04 aID 9:04 am

10:04 am

11:04 am

7:04pm

8:04pm

9:14pm

Burton/Conner

8:06 am 9:06 am

10:06 am

11:06 am

7:06pm

8:06pm

9:16 pm

Tang/W estgate

8:07 am 9:07 am

10:07 am

11:07 am

7:07 pm 8:07 pm 9:17 pm

8:09 am 9:09 am

10:09 am

11:09 am

7:09 pm 8:09pm

;Senior House I East Campus

8:01 am 9:01

(Amherst & Ames)

,

I

Ashdown House

I

(Amherst)

(at the red triangle)

,Edgerton
I
I

9:19 pm

(in front of Edgerton)
•

;ArrIve at Star Market
ILeave Star Market

8:25 am 9:25 am
10:25 am
11:25 am
9:30am 10:30 am *11:30 am *12:30 pm

7:25 pm

8:25 pm 9:35 pm
8:30 pm *9:30 pm *10:35 pm

You may request to be dropped off at any residence hali, not just those listed.
*The last two return trips will make an extra stop at the Tang loading dock. (rear entrance on Audrey St.)
Add yourself to the grocery shuttle mailing list for schedule updates: athena% blanche grocshut -a username
or check the web page: http://www .mi t. ~du/ activi ties/gsc/Commi ttees/HCA/Grocery/grocery.
html

--------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------.~----------~.~--
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Column by Stacey E. Siau
OPI 10

EDITOR

Working for The Tech, I'm often confronted by people who have que tions about the
thing we write and why we write them. It's
ea y for me to talk about the new stories we
write, and I am more than happy to defend
them.
Many time, however, I'll hear thing
about what we print on the opinion pages, and
often the comments surprise me. "Why did
The Tech write that column?" someone will
a k. "I can't believe The Tech printed that letter" is another frequent gripe. These comment have come from lot of different people
- everyone from administrator
to o-called
student leaders to people I live with in my
dormitory.
If someone makes a comment accusing
The Tech of doing something incorrigible in
reference to columns or letter, I'll bri tie a
little bit. It's not because I can't deal with criticism; on the contrary, I very much like a
good, if not violent, fight. The problem I have
i that a large number of people don't ever
seem to read the nice box we print on page 4
of every i sue of The Tech: our opinion policy.
It's right there, and I'm always amazed at
the fact that people who are willing to take the
time to complain about what The Tech has
printed don't bother to take the time to read
about the stuff they are actually talking about.
Indeed, it seem nearly bizarre that I am writing a column expounding on what is spelled
out plainly in the opinion policy box - I even
objected to the idea of writing such a piece
about a year ago at this time, but that was long

Everyt

•

before I wa editor in chief or opinion editor.
Judging by the number of comments I've
received ince I made that case again t the
propo ai, uch an e planation
eem like a
neces ity.
The only thing in the opinion section that
repre ents the official view of The Tech i an
editorial, which is clearly denoted as an editorial by the "Editorial" tag it appear with and
the two-column layout and IO-point font it i
printed in. The editorial ha no one's name
attached to it. It i the official view of The
Tech, agreed to by a majority of the editorial
board (who e member are listed in the opin,ion policy box).
Anything else on the opinion pages has a
name attached to it and, not surprisingly, repre ents the view of the per on to whom that
name belong - not the opinion of The Tech.
That goe for di ents, columns, letters, and
cartoons. We may edit these pieces, although
we don't censor the views that the authors
expre
in them. But the fact that we publish
them does n,ot mean that we agree with them.
The views expressed in those pieces aren't
The Tech's.
.
As we enter a new term and The Tech
enters a new volume, I hope to see a lot of
enthusiasm on these opinion pages, Three editorial comic on page 4 about Bill Clinton and
ewt Gingrich don't constitute to me an
exciting opinion department. (Those political
comics, by the way, are not drawn by members of The Tech; we get them from a news
service, and their selection most often represents an arbitrary manifestation of the political
leanings of the opinion editor and editor in
chief).

e plan to have the opinion page filled
with editorial and some of our frequent writer ' columns, but the page al 0 function a a
way for people who are not part of The Tech
to write about omething at MIT they have an
opinion on or to give us orne feedback about
omething in The Tech. I encourage anyone
who has something to ay to write' us a letter
or a column or even to submit a comic. I

An
We stock over 500
educationallY pnced
sqftware packages.
Software pTlce are available only to
~tudents, faculty, and staff members
of an accredited educational
institutIon. A valid ID must be
pre~ented at time of purchase. Only
one copy of a particular title may be
purchased

by each indiVIdual.

could tell you the deadline and other details
about submitting omething and why, no, you
can't write an editorial for u , but I think
maybe I should ju t let you read about all that
in the opinion policy box back on page 4.
Stacey E. B/au is a junior at MIT majoring
in mathematics with computer science. She
looks forward to getting sleep as well as
chance to do her work this term.

.~

Fight Q/f cabinJever this winter with our
vast selection if posters and prints.
(Framedyom $2199 up, and ulJiramed
yom $3 to $36).

We keepyou suppliedJor class,
lab, or Q/ficework.

"" .

Jazz upyour donn room or
apartment From storage
ideas.and extra-long sheets,
to bath and kitchen goods,
we have everythingyou need
to callyour place home."
II

expanded
definition
of the
essentials.

You won't beJar
yom home with a
Southwestern Bell
Freedom phones@
Jelephone Answering
Machine!

We've pumped up the volume...
if our electronics and sound
system selection. 1tlne in to
this Aiwa CDBoom Box or
tune out with a SolD'
Discman~

$9999

Verona

-

Don't cram
in the dark!
Swing-ann,
desk, andfloor
lamps will
light up your
home ljfe.

gAfte

Halogen Lamp

$2499

VVhat you need. ~------..I
Harvard COOP: Harvard Square, cambridge, MA. 617.499.2000
Book Store & Prints: Mon-Sat 9: 15am-9pm, Sun 12-6pm, Main Store: Mon-Sat 9: 15am-7pm (Thurs 'ti19pm), Sun 12-6pm
MIT COOP: In Kendall Square, 3 cambridge Center, cambridge, MA. 617.499.3200.

Casual
collJfortable,
and WARM!
Our collegiate
clothing &
Levis will help
you dressJor
success.

Open Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
,',

o
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Husain's Parting hot at the Institute
Column by A. Arlf Husain
COLUMNIST

Oddly, it is with a good deal of pres ure that
I write this la t column a opinion editor of The
Tech. 0 much so that I managed to mi my
actual final i ue, which
was last Wednesday,
instead hoping to slip
my writings in belatedly without much notice
on this first i ue of the
new volume. With that,
I am happy to welcome
Stacey E. Blau '98 as
my successor, who I am
confident has done a
fine editing job on the print you now read.
The pressure that I feel stems perhaps in
part from a need to give some closure to a
• small body of work that, if successful, made a
little bit of my Institute experience accessible
to the public. I find this sentiment compounded
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He'l Be Back

Danieli
and
Tsang
were
dropped,
by' the omber current of no talgia and intraGoo ebeary's served me well for many a
p tion that 10 h about me a I finally pack
lunch, column portrait are still going trong,
up my thing and ay goodbye to Mother Tute.
. and a 50-cent write-off mysteriou ly appeared
itting here in my makeshift roomllounge
on my Bursar's bill, dated the same as the colfinishing up last minute busine s - suitcases
umn in which I mentioned the charge.
and boxe trewn about - 1 notice a peculiar
Twenty columns later, however, I don't
circularity. Three-and-a-half
years ago, in a
distinctly similar ituation during my rush, I really know how to tie things up. By this point
I presume that most February graduates have
wrote my first opinion contribution as an MIT
gone on their merry ways so I feel confident
student, in respon e to the administration's
that I can, instead, get away with churning out
sloppy mishandling
of freshman housing
some pre-departure words of wisdom, with litassignments.
Since then, I've managed to
tle competition from my similarly inspired
maintain my administrative
irreverence
graduating peers.
enough to produce commentaries - occa ionI saw a Steven Spielberg quote recently
ally tinged with a smidgen of sarcasm which read: A good story doe n't have a midwhich I hoped may either suggest a cour e of
dle and an end but a beginning that just keeps
correction toward some widespread affliction,
beginning. In a way, that's how I feel about my
or at the very least irritate the transgressors.
college years. Most of us will have roughly six
On occasion, I was fortunate enough to see
to 10 beginnings (an average of 8) before that
some results that agreed with my enjoinments,
relaxing afternoon in Killian Court, and for my
not that that was ever the point. I did finally
part I suggest you make the most of them.
get housed, for example. Charges against

ew arrivals to this campus are often stifled by intimidation. Seasoned veterans may
suffer from the pressure to keep up. Even the
best among us must at least once or twice feel
less than sure-footed. But these are old truths.
Whether today is the first day of your last
semester or the first of your second, keep in
mind that you have time ahead to steer yourself back on track. Pick up that second sport,
learn oil painting, join The Tech, get that
UROP, and enjoy doing it. You'll be surprised
when you look back at what you've done.
As I leave my post, I look forward to an
MIT left better than the MIT I walked into a
few years ago. I look forward to an MIT I will
be proud to include on my resume, one that I
will be proud to recount as my alma mater,
and one that I may return tQ at some later date
with as much goodwill as I now have leaving
it. But of course, it musn't get too polished to
warrant a column or two from this writer.
Somehow, though, I'm not worried.

Fishbowl Should Not Have to Vacate Building 11 Location
Column by DOUglas E. Heimburger
STAFF REPORTER

In the five or so months that I've been at
MIT now, I've come to appreciate the Athena
clusters. Located aH over campus, they've
allowed me to quickly check my e-mail
between classes or send some messages to
other people.
I've grown especially fond of the clusters
since I can always find one near where my
classes are - especially on main campus,
. where it's inconvenient to go to the Student
. Center or the cluster in Building 37, the two
largest clusters on campus.
Thus, the recent news that the Building II
cluster - affectionately
referred to as the
"Fishbowl" - would be closing and moving to
Building 12 seemed strange to me. Why would
the administration be relocating one of the most
used clusters of campus to a more inconvenient
• location on a side of campus already populated
with many computer clusters?
The answer, as I read on, was that Building
II was going to be converted into Phase II of
the Student Services Center. Already, MIT
students can go to 3-123 and sign their schol?

arship checks, have transcripts printed on the
spot, turn in registration forms, and take care
of all kinds of other things that used to require
a trip to Building E 19, where the main offices
of the Registrar and Bursar are located, or
Building 5, where the Financial Aid and
Student Employment Offices are located.
Phase II of the center apparently will offer
even more services. Most of the services of
the offices will now be offered in the renovated Building 11.
Yet, is the convenience
of the Student
Services Center worth the movement of the
Fishbowl to Building 121.I think not.
First, one must consider how many times a
year the average MIT student actually interacts with those in the offices consolidated into
the Student Services Center. Last term, I made
only one trip over to building E 19 to sign a
loan check. While others may have made
more, the truth is that students don't often
need to interact with those in the Bursar's or
Registrar's office.
Second, the impact on, the Athena system
'as a whole has to be investigated.
The
, Fishbowl cluster is only one of two olusters on

the west side of the Great Dome within the
main complex. The other cluster - in 1-142
- is already consistently filled to capacity.
With the loss of the Fishbowl, there will be
only 25 Athena workstations on the west side
of main campus, compared to 60 on the east
side of main campus with the new machines
in Building 12. This doesn't eve!? include the
nearby c1usters like the one in Hayden
Memorial Library and the one opening this
morning in Building 56.
Clearly, the movement of the Fishbowl
cluster to Building 12 will adversely affect
those who like me spend a lot' of time on the
west side of main campus. If the cluster in
Building 1 is full, there are now fewer alternative options. All of them require a long walk
to an inconvenient cluster.
So d~ the advantages
of the new and
improved Student Services Center outweigh
the loss involved with moving an extremely
busy Athena cluster? It's clear that they don't.
Students will be inconvenienced
on -a daily
basis in order to centrally locate services that
students may only need a few times a term.
I wouldn't feel so strongly a~out this issue

if the administration
had followed through
with its initial promises
to relocate the
Fishbowl
cluster
to a nearby location.
Building 12 isn't anywhere near Building 11
except in numerical order.
I'm also dismayed that the administration
didn't find a better space on the Infinite
Corridor. The Fishbowl cluster now serves as
an' easy place to duck in and check e-mail
while just passing down the hall. I doubt that
the Building 12 cluster will serve the same
purpose. It will be just one more computer
cluster in an area already densely populated
with Athena terminals - the Building 56,
Building 4, and Building 2 clusters are all
extremely close to the site.
It's clear 'that the limited advantages of the
new and improved Student Services Center do
not outweigh. the significant disadvantages of
the movement of the Fishbowl cluster. Not
only is it a historic place on the MIT campus,
but it is also one of the most useful places for
students.
Douglas E. Heimburger is a Jreshman who
is growing in.creasingly wary oj the mounds oj
junk e-mail he receives every day.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Tell MIT about your residential experience
Please answer the

GRADUATE HOUSING SURVEy
posted on the' Web until February 17 at
http://web.mit.edu/planning/www/gradsurvey.html

Participate in FOCUS GROUPS to be held on
February 7th
February 14th
Feb~uary 21st

Free Food!
Contact Jennifer Marshall, MIT Planning Office for details.
8-9744
JLM@MIT.EDU
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Column by Jenny Lind
The first time I thought about
IT chool
spirit was at a happy hour when omeone at
my table started yelling out a peppy cheer that
involved
something
to do with secant,
cosine , and pi. My first reaction wa to look
around and make certain that no one had
heard. If omeone had, I wa prepared to act
a if I didn't know these people; I was just
sharing their table because the bar was so
crowded. Luckily, no one heard.
I think my gut reaction wa high school
survival training at work.
erd who drew
attention to themselves back then were soon
surrounded by chuckling defen ive linemen
whose idea of college was nine years at the
local junior college. Any nerd who would belt
out a cheer involving trigonometry was courting disaster. Believe me, I under tand these
things. I was in band.
It has come to my attention that at MIT
people actually yell such cheer out at publi~
sporting events. I gue s MIT students feel safe
because the taunting jocks have been weeded
out by now, but aren't they afraid of anyone?

Perhap a few loan chool former frat boy ?
0, I gue
grad tudent have better things to
do, and be ides, if a Sloan guy wanted to torment you, he'd probably ju t figure out a way
to ruin your credit rating or omething. At any
rate, I both admire and puzzle about the MIT
undergrad ' total embrace of their nerdines .
Becau e thi is my third in titution of
higher learning, I feel rather qualified to comment on the topic of school spirit. At Berkeley
we had all sort of pagan ritual in our rivalry
with Stanfurd.
ot a typO.) There is the pre"Big Game" bonfire, and there is the parading
of the Axe (which is the trophy of the Big
Game). There are hacks (although not called
that) that involve
tealing the Axe from
whomever
has it at the time, dyeing
Berkeley's
trawberry Creek red, or setting
loose hundred of blue-and-gold painted mice
on the tanfurd campu . (Also not a typo.
Poor mice.) Anyway, most people go to these
schools becau e of the quality of academics
- God help them if they went there because
of football. But because of the rivalry, school
spirit at both schools is still very sports oriented. Academically, there's a lot of cooperation,

so that's nothing to get riled up about.
fter surviving the Cal-Stanfurd rivalry, I
ventured to San Diego for my ma ter's degree.
At the University of California at San Diego,
school pirit eemed to be primarily reflected in
the activity of buying weatshirts witl} miley
faces and the chool letter on them. I don't
know what it is, but students appeared rather
blase about the whole school pride issue, calmly oblivious to the manichaean battles that had
obsessed Berkeley and Stanfurd undergrads.
I suppose not having a football team
makes a great 9ifference. And even if UCSD
had a team, it would need a rival to make
things really interesting - preferably a local
one. But USD isn't any fun, and Cal State San
Diego? Give me a break. USC is already
paired up fighting tooth and nail with UCLA,
and besides, a rivalry with USC would inflict
upon San Diegans that ghastly fight song that
the Trojan band plays incessantly.
Anyway, at UCSD it struck me that the
lack of a neme is translates to a lack of interest, sort of like po t-Cold War politics. Or
maybe it's all the sun. Down there with the
warm breeze wafting through the palm trees
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INSTANT CREDIT
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· YES!

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
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I want credit

CREDITMAI,

CREDIT, 10 JOB, 10 PAREIY-SIGIIER, '10 SECURITY DEPOSIT!
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e ost Idely Used •
CredIt Cards In The World Today!
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Adlms

100~ GUARANTEEDt

PO BOI 468432, ATlAITA,

Name

no credit .' bad credit · no inconle?
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p ople are ju t too damn happy and relaxed to
get worked up about such thing .
What about
chool
pirit at MIT? We
clearly lack a distingui hable rival. I guess
Harvard is always there up the road, but they
have their Yale thing to get all worked up
about. Furthermore, Harvard and MIT have
different emphases and pecialties, so it's hard
to compare the two schools directly. I find it
difficult to imagine u caring enough to call
them Harvurd or something (although heythat's kind of fun). One would expect school
spirit to be diminished at a school without a
clear rival, as I perceived at UCSD.
But instead I see that at MIT people have
so much school spirit that they happily b'reak
into trigonometric
cheers in the middle of
bars, clearly identifying themselves as hopeless nerds, while running the risk of being
taunted by people who just might not be doctoral candidates in engineering.
How is it that MIT students are so secure
in their self-image, in the excellence of their
institution? I guess the cheer, "It's all right,
it's okay, you will work for us someday" says
it all.
.
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Guaranteed S 10.000 In Credit!

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

--------------------------------

Summer Employment Opportunities. with Medical Devices
Strategic Innovation Group

If this sounds exciting to you and you have the right q.' .' , ~

we want to talk to you. Pfizer Medical Devices
Strategic Inn~va~on ~ou~ is loo~g f~r an inV~~tivJ~1 :~.it.?,t a ~aduate or post-~ad~a~e level with some
.
background m bloengmeenng, engmeenng, medlcme, . , al deSIgn or a related diSCIpline to be a summer
intern. These individuals will work with an innovativ( ¥.f!) ,a hospital setting in the New.YorJ<::area to define
clinical needs and problems and to brainstonn new so\~
. I volving me~cal devices. Creativity and strong
interpersonal skills are ~ecess~..

'.'

~.

Come see our presentatIon at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Fe~ '.'
February 18th. Positions fill quickly, early response

.

iS~ii":".

.

..

. . ..

11th, m Room 4-153. On-campus mtervtews, begm'
Please fax or send resUme and cover letter to:

Kath~ '". ins
Strategic ~ : a Ion Group
Pfizer Hospital J.:oducts Group
235 East 42nd ~treet, 205-9-5
New York, NY 10017
Phone: 212-573-3186
Fax: 212-808-6445
Email: ROBBIK@pfizer.com
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Room
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11:30am - 2pm

Monday - Friday

All increases to your MIT card
are 100% refundable!
Risk FREE
~
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Check out the IItJW
Fresh Pasta Station
at Next House

E51-3rd Floor

Featuring:
•
•
•
•
•

Hot Entrees
Salads
Sandwiches
Soup/Chowder
Plenty of seating

Display cooking with flavors from
China • Malaysia • Japan • Korea • Thailand

• Don't forget, Baker offers
Vegetarian Specials Nightly
• MacGregor Convenience
is open til 2am

lVetnorKs
• Soup
}

Bar""

• Fresh Wraps
made-to-order,
made to devour!

• No Wait Take Out
Call ahead to place
your order 253.2042

Convenienf Coffee Coles
Rio Cole • rhe Dome Cole
Buy a cup of coffee Mon-Tues-Wed-Thurs
of the same week and on Friday your coffee is on us!

*for a limited time only

T1Ie Dome G'dk is open iM!Ainfs

We value your ideas and commentsl They help us to serve our ever changing community.

Please don't hesitate to communicate your thoughts. e-mail: mea/@mit.edu
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I'm moving back home, mom .. . what did you do to my room?
o

E

Written and directed by Albert Brooks.
Starring Albert Brooks, Debbie Reynolds, Rob
Morrow, and Lisa Kudrow.
By Scott C. Deskin
STAFF REPORTER

other, the late t film from Albert
Brooks, has the eannarks of a terrifying neuro is-fest. The plot i at once
familiar with and subversive of the
ubiquitous middle class (Hollywood-style, of
course). Man goes through second divorce. Man
ponders relationships with women, wonders if
relationship with own mother hasn't damaged
him in orne way. AI 0, feelings of inadequacy
linger regarding mother's outward favoriti m of
a more succe sful younger brother. And the
kicker: Man decides to move back in with
mother in order to find out what went wrong.
In this film, the man, John Henderson
(Brooks), is engulfed in mid-life crisis. When
he tries to coax his second wife to talk about
"the good times" in front of the divorce
lawyer, she get up and leave him with the

bill; he confe e to the lawyer," he ha good
furniture." Thus, he returns to his newlyunfumi hed home, pondering his next move.
He decide
to call his mother (Debbie
Reynold ) for orne moral support: no such
luck. The cadence of their dialogue suggests a
mere ve tige of a familial relationship long
since allowed to wither away. The closest they
get to affection is sugge ted by her "I love
you" and his "I know you think you do."
Intent on hitting the dating scene once
more, and after declaring to a friend that he
wants to pass on his seed, he goes out to dinner with a young blonde (Lisa Kudrow) he met
in the supermarket. Since he's a novelist, he
figures he can break the ice on discussing
favorite author : She comes up with Jacqueline
Su ann and Charlie Chaplin ("You know, Tale
oj Two Cities?").
eedless to say, after this
horrifying experience, John retreats from dating altogether and looks inward. He asks his
younger brother Jeff (Rob Morrow) why their
mother likes him better. Jeff, a ports agent
and prodigious gift-giver of company-supplied
picture phones, brushes John's concerns aside,

contending that Mother wouldn't favor one
brother over the other on the ba is of personal
success. John isn't 0 ure, so he take the next
logical step in his mind to heal his inner child
and re-establi h an emotional kinship with
Mother by moving back in with her.
In "the experiment," as John calls it, he drives up from L.A. to Sausalito and lets the
details of his indefinite stay unfold layer by
layer. Mother welcomes him with open anns
and comments, "Now why didn't you want to
stay in a hotel?" Their wry verbal jabs they
make at each other are only the outward sign of
a much larger rift between them - John is certain. Since he's also suffering a case of writer's
block (regarding his latest science fiction
novel), he figures that moving back into his old
room and redeploying nostalgic elements of his
youth (2001 and Barbarella posters on the
wall, Jimi Hendrix and Wilson Pickett on the
stereo) will give him some inspiration.
Of course, this all proves distressing to
John's mother, who wants to help her son but
is reluctant to change her life around for him.
As played by Reynolds, Mother looks upon

John with quinted eye and pursed lip , as if
her son has gone a little bonkers or, even
worse, that he might unearth the problem in
their relationship that he is suppo edly investigating.
John's
tay in her home even
encroaches on her semi-secretive love life, as
she reluctantly confesses that she and her gentleman caller do "have sex occasionally."
Mother is a bold experiment, not just in the
plot it entails but as a film as well, endeavoring
to produce comedy from family dysfunction, a
formula which most of us think has been done
to death (did we really need a sequel to Terms
oj Endearment?). But Brooks finds life in the
formula yet, and it helps that co-star Reynolds
turns in a wonderfully comic but restrained
performance of a woman who really embodies
the role for all its strengths and foibles. Those
who remember her from Singin ' in the Rain or
The Unsinkable Molly Brown are in for a surprise. In spite of a nicely pat resolution, the
film still succeeds in deconstructing its subject
matter by the sly exuberance of its performances. Hopefully this comic gem won't be
overlooked at Oscar time.

AT BURTON-CONNER
OPENS MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

3

Green Mountain
Flavored Coffee, Regular Coffee,Decaffeinated Coffee
Hot Cocoa, Assorted Teas
Freshly Bake(1Muffins
Pastries and Donuts
Bagels and Cream Cheese
Whole Fruit
Assorted Juice

Located by
the Front Desk
Stop by on the
way to class!

FREE
SHABBAT
DINNER
FOR
STUDENTS
FRIDAY, FEB. 7
eA traditional Shabbat
dinner with challah,
soup, & more
I

.Dlnner served at 7:00
p.m. at MIT Hillel
.Reserve by noon
Wednesday
• Optional Shabbat
services preceed at 6:00
p.m. (choose from Reform!
Conservative and Orthodox)

• Supported with funds from
the Hillel-Grinspoon Grant
& Jewish Student Projects

If"

• SponsortHl by
Hillel
40 Mass. Ave. Bldg. W11, 253-2982,chlllel@mlt.edu>
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Step One:
Connect a million people to the Interne. For free.
Want tr) help us with Step. Two?

Juno just launched last April, and it's already one of the five largest providers of
Internet e-mail in the country. It's by far the largest to provide e-mail to the
public for free. More than a million people have created Juno accounts. Every
day, another eight thousand or so sign up.

How does it work? The same as network TV. Sponsors pay, so members don't
have to.
I

We're working on our second million now. To pull this off: and to build the
other excitjng projects now on our whiteboards, we need to expand our staff
dramatically in almos~ all areas: software engineering, .marketing, telecommunications, sales, finance, analysis, product clevelopment, member services, and
accounting. We only hire exceptionally talented, accomplished, and intelligent
individuals-people who, in their field, are the very best. If you are a college
senior with a record of being the very best (in any field~~ur president was an
English major), we w~nt to hear from you.

Want to playa' role in the development of a service that. in less than a year has
become a major force on the Internet and in millions of people's lives? We will .
be interviewing MIT students at the Cambridge Marriott on Monday, February
24th. Send your resume, including GPA (J.6 or above) and SAT score (1400 or
higher) by February loth to: -

MIT Office of Career Services-Recruiting

For additional information, contact us at:

On-Campus Recruitment
Juno Online Services
120 West 45th Street
39th Floor

TM

c:L:"

~

New York, NY 10036
recruit@juno.com

JUNO
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EED TO TALK?
NIGHTL NE
x3-8800

POLICE LOG
The following incidents
between Jan. 23 and 29:

7 pm - 7 am every night of the term. All calls confidential
One female and one male staffer at all times.
This space donated by The Tech

lOIN'OUR WORLD ClASS
PROCESS ENGINEERING TEAM!
Photocircuits Corporation is a respected leader in printed
. c!ircuit board technology. From Its
beginning in 1951 as a subsidiary
of a film and chemicals company, Photocircuits has continued to grow through the
years to become the largest
independent producer of
.', printed circuit boards in
North America and one of
the leading manufacturers in
the world. Our name has
become identified with quality
products and Integrity in the industry.
~aintaining our leadership role in the dynamic electronics
IndUStry offers constant challenges, a demand for creative
thinking, and diversified problem solving.

to the Campus

Police

Jan. 23: Bldg. 4, area broken into and tools stolen, 250; Bldg.
E53, illegal u e of a credit card; Bldg. 10, VCR stolen, unknown
value; Johnson Athletics Center, hockey pads stolen, 100.
Jan. 24: Ashdown Hou e, noise complaint; Bldg. 4, computer
parts stolen, $520, Bldg. 4, computer equipment stolen, $5,228.
Jan. 25: ew House, noise complaint; Baker House, suspicious
per on; Bldg. 66, I) AM/FM walkman radio, $110; 2) CD player
stolen, 100; Alpha Delta Phi, clothes stolen, $380.
Jan. 26: Alpha Tau Omega, noise complaint; Tang Hall, annoying
phone call; Du Pont Gymnasium, men's locker room, wallet stolen,
$70; East Campus, suspicious package.
Jan. 27: Kappa igma, 1) bicycle stolen, $700; 2) air conditioner
stolen, $280; Bldg. 66, 3 CDs stolen, $30; Zeta Psi, illegal use of
checking account; Tang, bicycle stolen.
Jan. 28: Bldg. 14, sign stolen, $200; West lot, 1996 Jeep stolen
but recovered in Cambridge; Bldg. E15, I) computer, binoculars, and
carry bag stolen, $6,125; 2) wallet containing credit cards stolen;
Bldg. 10, suspicious activity; Bldg. 9, wallet containing $67 cash
stolen; West lot, car broken into and $5 cash stolen; Bldg. E25, suspicious person.
Jan. 29: Bldg. 56, suspicious activity; Bldg. E 17, drill stolen,
$200; Beacon Construction, laptop stolen, $3,000; Bldg. 56, malicious destruction.

exist for chemical, mechanical and industrial engineering graduates with process engineering functions in the areas of
screenprint, primary imaging, chemical process and multilayer
lamination. The individuals we are seeking will be creative and
innovative thinkers capable of setting priorities, recognizing
problems and implementing effective solutions to overcome
obstacles and improve system performance for product quality,
capacity and reliability.

•

PhoIocircuils .
CORPORATION

GLEN COVE, NY ATlANTA, GA.

If you are looking for the opportunity to build a rewarding career
within a manufacturing setting, whOe learning through intensive
hands- on experience, send us your resume. Positions are available at both our Lonq Island, NYand Atlanta, GAfacilities.

For consideration forward your resume to: HLmaIl Resotrces,
Depl eG, PhotocIrcuits Corp., 31
We are an equal opportJ.rity employer

Sea Cliff Ave.,
M/F/DN.

NY 11542-

IGEN International, Inc., develops, manufactures and markets diagnostic systems using its
patented ORIGEN technology. Products using the ORI9EN technology include systems
marketed by IGEN and its corporate partners, Boehringer Mannheim and Organon Teknika.
We seek exceptional candidates with experience in all areas relevant to medical diagnostics
design and manufacturing to join our fast-growing team of scientists and engineers. We will
interview candidates at the Biotechnical and Pharmaceutical Job Fair today, Thesday,
February 4, 1997, from 9:30 am to 4:40 pm*, in the Stratton CenterlSala de Puerto Rico, on the
campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (84 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge MA).

ENGINEERS:
Our engineering team works on interdisciplinary projects. As a Chemical or Biomedical
Engineer, you will work on projects that involve fluidics, passive and active flow systems,
small sample handling, design and processing Df biomaterials, systems design and the
application of traditional engineering to micro- and nano-scale systems. As an Electrical
Engineer you will be responsible for the development of new electronics and optical
systems/modules; significant work will be performed using microcontrollers, embedded
systems design, and CPLD technologies. As one of our Mechanical Engineers, you will
be responsible for the mechanical design of motion control platforms and vortexing devices,
temperature control systems, and active/passive fluidics systems. As a Software
EngineerlProgrammer, you will be responsible for embedded system routines and operations,
the design and development of user front-end software, application development for new
diagnostic instrumentation (including system integration for core software development
projects), post production support and custom application development.

Our scientists work at the intersection of cheJllistry, biotechnology, and advanced medical
diagnostics. We seek candidates with experience in all areas of chemistry, physics and biology.
Candidates who have experience in biosensors, optics and/or the development of novel
detection techniques and instrumentation are strongly encouraged to apply. A Ph.D. in
Chemistry. ~iochemistry or related discipline is required.

*If you are unable

were reported

DOWN

ACROSS
1. GoriUa
4. Paid in addition to salary
9. Amount (abbr.)
11. Friend
13. Mature
14. __
West
15. Prophecy
17. Verb identifying predicate
witb tbe subject
19. Fatber of Am. sbort story
10. Drive away
11. Huri; toss; fling
13. Meridian (abbr.)
14. Remove from set type
17. MJneral
11. Devotee of famous penon
19. Wand
30. 3rd Note in muskal scale
31. Awful
33. Books of Bible (abbr.)
34. Vinegar etber
36. Pale
37. Enzyme (cbem. suf.)
38. Uait
39. WUI
40. One wbo does (suf.)
41. Cbaracter judgment
43. Scrap of food
44. Man
46. Not on shore
49. Lubricant
SO. Ethnic division
51. Dove sound
53. Small •
54. Copy
55. That girl

I'

1. Army Post Offke (abbr.)
1. Equai
3. Gone by
4. Wrap bay
5. Poem
6. 13tb Greek letter
7. Result of stress
I. Halt
9. CbUm against injury
10. Bad; wrong (pref.)
11. Brewed drink
16. Bed
11. Treadle
10. Restore senke
11.Haley's __
11. Get up
13. Damage
15. Not tigbt
16. Come in
18. Evergreen
19. Bread roD
31. DevU
31. Ardent foDower
35. Mexican food
37. Add to
39. Provide food
40. Standing Room Only
(abbr.)
41. Payment for occapaacy
43. Reed instrument
44. War prisoner (abbr.)
45. Untnth
46. Bowed;cuned
47. Fisb eggs
41. Beetle
51. Soutllma state (abbr.)

PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
FROM LAST ISSUE

to attend the career fair, please send your resume to the address listed below.

IGEN Intemationalz

IDe.

Dr. James L. Wilbur
IGEN International, Inc.
16020 Industrial Dr. • Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Fax: 301-947-6992
Equal opportunity Employer
SOLUTrONS'1

THE 'NEXT" ED1TION. OF THE TECH'
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6.270
ROBOT DE IG
COMPETITION

,

Photos by [labor Csanyi)
er!ffany Lin) and1Javid Tarin

,

Top Left: Wandy Sae-tan '97 and Laurel A. Schaider '97 work between
rounds on the setup of their robot, uPooper Scooper:'
Top Center: The winners Derek W. Truesdale '97, Michaeill.
Schmidt-Lange '97, and Danilo D. Almeida '97 embrace as their robot,
ulron Maiden:' wins the final round.
Top Right: The placebo, uMacarena Rat:' dances in a demonstration round.
Bottom Left: Gilbert"Y Cheung '97 muses over the state of the robot, uThe Leper Machine:'
between rounds.
Bottom Center: The robot, ulron Maiden:' holds off the attack of uMoo Cow", built by Praveen
Ghanta '99, Terrance Harmon '99, and Amit Khetan '99, to win the final round of competition.
Bottom Right: Audience members show their support for uBoucho:' built by Adrian B. Daneli '97,
Brian A. Zabel '97 and Janet Marques '98.
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M.I.T. COpy
TECHNOLOGY CENTER

K Ce e ratio

Ho 0 Professors,
Community Leaders
By May K. Tse
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

IF YOU
COpy

HAVE

IF YOU
COpy

NEED

IF YOU
COpy

WANT

TO MAKE A
TO MAKE A
TO MAKE A

COpy AT:
COPYTECH
* SELF SERVICE COPY
* DROP OFF PRODUCTION
SERVICE
* COMPUTER FILE TO
35MM SLIDE SERVICE
* SELF-SERVICE COMPUTER
WORKSTATIONS
IMAIN CAMPUS

* THESIS SUPPLIES
* BINDERY SERVICE
* COLOR COPIES
* FAX SERVICE
* BUSINESS CARDS
* COURSE READER
DISTRIBUTION
EAST CAMPUS

11-004

E52-045

M-F 8A.M.-9P.M.
SATURDA Y 8A.M.-5P.M.

M-F 8A.M.-6P.M.
SATURDAY-CLOSED

253-2806

253-5203

to

This weekend, MIT will hold the
23rd annual Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration, themed "The Strength
to Love: Facing the Crisis of the
Underclass. "
"The Institute and President Vest
feel very strongly that the ideals of
Dr. King should be imbued in the
life and work of MIT, and this is
one way this can be done," said
Professor of Physics Michael S.
Feld '62, a member of the Martin
Luther King committee.
The festivities kick off with a
celebratory breakfast on Thursday
morning in the Student Center.
The guest speaker will be Elaine
R. Jones, the director-counsel of the
National
Association
for the
Advancement
of Colored People
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund. She is the first woman ever to
head the organization and serves as
the fourth such director
in the
NAACP's history.
"She's a very outstanding and
eloquent figure in the national community. We always try to find exciting people," Feld said.
Several will be recognized
Another highlight of the breakfast will be the presentation of the
annual MLK Leadership Awards.
This year's recipients include the
Committee
on Campus
Race
Relations, as well two notable individuals.
Sylvester J. Gates Jr. '73, an
assistant professor of mathematics
at MIT from 1982-84, will be one of
the two individuals honored. Gates
is now a physics professor at the
University of Maryland.
"Dr. Gates has worked for edu-

cating minority youth. He led a program while he was here at MIT, and
he's alw~ys worked for promulgating the ideals of Dr. King," Feld
said.
The other individual to receive
the award is Myra Rodrigues, wh
was a Medical Department social
worker for 25 years before she
retired last July. She is credited with\.
helping to create separate discussion
groups for male and female minority students.
The
six
MLK
Visiting
ProfessorS at the Institute will also
be recognized at the breakfast. The
program recognizes the contribution of minority- scholars and to
bring a greater presence of them to
campus.
.
"The visiting professors
are
nominated by the individual departments, and we support and finance
the program,"
said Associate
Provost PhiJJip L. Clay PhD '75.
"Since we're only in the second
year of the program,
not every
department
has nominated
more
than we can support, but we'd love
to have that 'good' problem."
Steven L. Lee, a visiting assistant professor in the Department of
Mathematics, just finished his two
terms
as
an
MLK Visiting'
Professor. He credited King with
having a great impact on his life.
"The death of Dr. King is one of
my most vivid childhood memories.
I recall sitting in my mother's lap as
she talked to me about the death of a
special person and the importance
of making the most of my abilities
and opportunities in life," Lee said
"The significance of Dr. King's
message, coupled with the strong

MLK, Page 23

Do you want to really
make an impression?
We know just the
perfect way. With
so many different
departments to
choose from,
you're sure to find
something that
interests you at
The Tech. And

no experience Is
necessaryl
Just stop by the
Student Center,
Room 483, or call
us at 253-1541 and
see how easy it is
to join.

'
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Stude ts Master Soc.al S_~
In Fifth Ann al Chann Schoo
By Eric Sit
STAFF REPORTER

r

Conventional wisdom says that
you can pick your friends, and you
can pick your nose, but you can't
pick your friend's nose.
ot so - you shouldn't
pick
your own nose, either - according
to the fifth annual Charm School,
held over the last week of the
Independent
Activities Period in
Lobbies 7 and 10, which debunked
this and a host of other common
faux pas regarding proper etiquette
and style.
Four hours of classes and seminars in the afternoon concluded with
an evening commencement ceremony and a presentation of nip lomas.
Subjects taught included
erd
Love (Asking for a Date), Clothing
Statements,
Ballroom
Dance,
Buttering Up Big Shots, Small Talk,
Impressive Interviewing, and Body
Language.
Studying a subject might have
entailed asking a few relevant ques. tions on the subject or participating
,.. in a short discussion.
Over 80 faculty, students, and
administrators volunteered to teach
the seminars.
More ambitious students could
earn "charm credits" toward a formal Charm School degree. A bachelor's degree was awarded for completing six subjects, a master's for
eight, and a doctorate for l2.
.
Associate
Dean
of
Undergraduate
Academic Affairs
Alberta 'G. Lipson, Senior Office
Assistant ofUAA Rosanne J. Swire,
and Stacey J. Young , 96 were in
charge of organizing the event.

"Travis Merritt i the best part of
Charm
School.
He is Charm
chool," Young said.

Vest preside at commencement'
The degrees were awarded by
none other than President Charles
M. Vest at Charm School commencement. The ceremony, which
took place in Lobby 10, featured
appearances by the Chorallaries and
MIT mascot Tim Beaver.
"I did take several classes. The
one I enjoyed
the most was
Schmoozing," which was taught by
Professor
of Aeronautics
and
Astronautics Daniel E. Hastings '80,
Vest said.
"Y ou were pretty dam wonderful
before Charm School, and now
you're simply unstoppable,"
Vest
said to the 'graduates.'
"What I like best about Charm
School is that I. get to follow the
beaver to the stage," Vest said. He
also said he was pleased with the
way students and faculty worked
together to organize Charm School
and how they were enjoying themselves,

Organizers ne~ded for ne t year
"Charm School went great better than expected," Young said,
As the "CEO of Charm School," she
aid she most enjoyed meeting faculty, staff, and students from all different parts of MIT.
However, five or six people will
be needed to fill next year's Charm
School student board, Young said.
Most of the organizers for this
year's event have been volunteering
to organize Charm School for the
last five years, Young said. "Charm
School may not happen next year
unless we can organize this student
board," she said.
The volunteers must be willing
to work 10 hours per week during
the fall and most of lAP, she said.
. The current group will begin its
search fo~ volunteers in February.

Justafnlctio8 ofwhatl\e ~on

sports can help keep societYms~
It's so easyto help your
community, when you think ,
about it
Milli~ns of people have ~
helped make five percent
of their incomes and
What'

FORWARD THROUGH THE
REARVIEW MIRROR
Reflections on and by Marshall Mcluhan
edited by Paul Benedetti and Nancy DeHart

/

•

Also by Marshall McLuhan:

UNDERSTANDING

MEDIA

Marshall McLuhan
with a new introduction by Lewzs H. Lapham
This reissue of Understanding Media marks the
thirtieth anniversary
(1964-1994) of
Marshall McLuhan's classic expose on the
state of the then emerging phenomenon of
mass media. Terms and phrases such as "the
global village" and "the medium is the message" are now part of the lexicon, and
McLuhan's theories continue to challenge
our sensibilities and our assumptions about
how and what we communicate.
ess $14.95

THE MEDIUM IS THE MASSAGE

It's fr... It's fast. It works.

~ ...

fdJI!J

Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

http://www~irs.ustreu.!ov
. • This "Space donated "by' rOO' "Fech'

Striking Likenesses, Unreasonable
Facsimiles

Marshall McLuhan meets the Real McCoy

,he MIT

iiiTeleFile

.bock is'

THE CULTURE OF THE COpy

•

Ihe.m

/"

This year, ,millions will file their tax
retums ~y ph,,, - using TeleFile, a
free service from the IRS. The call
is easy and refunds are fast. Check
· your mail for a TeleFile ~ooklet.

IVe

Distributed by The MIT Press for Zone Books 60 iIIus, $29,50 cloth

Goodbye, tax forms.
Hello, TeleFilef
I

.

fivehours of volunteer time
~ ~ee.k the ~dard of
giVlOgm Amenca.
Get involvedwith the
causes yo~ care about
bk.
and give five.

Hillel Schwartz
Through
intriguing, and at times humorous,
Aphorisms, interviews, letters, and dialogues
by McLuhan - many never before published • historical analysis and case studies in contemporary culture, Schwartz investigates
- are interwoven with biographical text by
his biographer Philip Marchand and com- • most varieties of simulacra, including counterfeits, decoys, mannequins, ditto marks,
mentary by such cultural critics as Louis
portraits, genetic cloning, war games, camRossetto, Neil Postman, Camille Paglia, and
ouflage, instant replays, digital imaging,
Lewis Lapham. This book is heavily illusparrots, photocopies, wax museums, apes, art
trated and designed in a style which recalls
forgeries, not to mention the very notion of
The Medium 1S the Massage,
The MITpress 183 iIIus., 76 in color $25,00
the Real McCoy.

The'Extensions of Man

\ I

,--,

This space donated by The Tech

Students learn do's and don'ts
Lori Breslow, a senior lecturer at
the Sloan School of Management,
and Rishi Shrivastava '97 listed all
- the -"do's" and "don'ts"
in their
class, Impressive Interviewing. "Do
your homework before the interview," Breslow said.
"Don't relive your glory days in
high school," Shrivastava added.
Dean
for
Undergraduate
Academic Affairs Travis R. Merritt
taught
the
class
Exemplary
Locomotion. "MIT people tend to
make walking a utilitarian act with
an emphasis on efficiency," he said.
He calls this style the "Institute
scuttle," where individuals
keep
their heads down, make no eye contact, and only make motions from
their knees down.
Merritt
also ran the Charm
School Basement, which touched on
"bathroom etiquette,. bodily functions, and other unmentionables."
Merritt founded Charm School
because he was tired of hearing the
generalization
that MIT people
could not function socially.

Ve t said that the class that he
really would have liked to take was
How to Overcome Shyness. ''It was
very hard for me to do when I first
got into these kinds of po itions
where I had to meet a lot of people I
didn't know," he said.

We feature all the books published
by The Mil Press and a lot more.
The Mil Press Bookstore
Kendall Square T
292 Main Street
Cambridge MA 02142
617 253-5249
Mon-Fri 9-7, Thurs iii 8:30,
Sat 1o-6~ Sun 12-6.

An Inventory of Effects
Marshall McLuhan fY O!£entin Fiore
The classic bestseller has been "digitally
remastered" by Wired, which has dubbed
him "Patron Saint" of the magazine.
"McLuhan changed the world in one
sentence." -Brian Eno
HardWired Books

$9,95

ESSENTIAL McLUHAN
edited by Eric McLuhan (!l' Frank Zingrone
Containing excerpts from his major works,
a reprint of the famous Playboy interview and
a "McLuhan Sourcebook," this book is a
good place to start (or revisit) with the prophetic media master.
Basic Books

$17,50

UNDERSTANDING

McLUHAN

Southam Interactive
A CD-ROM on the ideas and life of Marshall
McLuhan from the authors of Forward
Through the Rear Vi'ew Mirror.
Voyager $39.95 Mac, Windows, DOS compatible.

LAWS OF MEDIA
The New Science
Marshall

(!l' Eric
University of Toronto Press

McLuhan
$19,95

THE GUTTENBERG GALAXY
Marshall McLuhan
University of Toronto Press

$20.95

THE GLOBAL VILLAGE,
Transformations in World life and
Media in the 21st Century
(with Bruce R. Powers)
Oxford University Press

$11,95

All books paperbacks unless otherwise noted.
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Pan Asia
~l\

How to order Pan Asia
1. Select a sauce (or blend 2)
2. Choose a menU selection
3. Select a protein

rif TodalJ's Sauce
o

Flaflors

Garlic, Sesame,
Chile, Brown Sugar

o

o

Black Bean
and Garlic

Soy, Ginger,
Garlic, Scallions

o

Szechuan
not & spicy

Sweet & Sour

Emery said.
The foreign object has been sent '
to an Aramark sanitarian to be tested, Emery said. The object likely
was' a worm that burrowed itself
into the corn while it was on the
plant and )Vas subsequently not
noticed during the packaging
processes, she added.
,
The supplier of the corn,
Hallsmith/Sysco, has been alerted to
the object's presence, Emery said.
As a precautionary
measure,
Aramark is "going to use another
[supplier] until we get to the bottom.
of this," she said.
In addition, Aramark's central
purchasing department requires
"very strict [quality control] standards throughout the whole system," Emery said.
The presence or"two closelyrelated incidents in a week may
indicate that "there may be a particular problem with that lot of com,"
Emery said. Still, "there are systems
in place to hopefully keep these
things from happening."
Unlike fresh vegetables and
meats, which are visually inspected
upon delivery, frozen com and other
vegetables receive no inspection
prior to cooking because they have
been bagged and boxed for transport, Emery said.
The delivered com is taken out
of the bag by the cook and then
heated, Emery said. It is unlikely
that the cook would have noticed an
object like the worm because its
. color and shape approximated that
of the com, she said.
Aramark is subject to unannounced monthly inspections by an
inspection company contracted by
MIT to oversee the sanitation of the
facilities. Additionally, routine
inspections are carried out by the
Cambridge Inspections Department
on all Aramark facilities as well as
the kitchen facilities of Cambridgebased fraternities.
.
Aramark workers receive at least
two classes in sanitation each year,
Emery said. In addition, supervisors
.are required to be certified in food
safety and sanitation.
Once a year, a registered sanitarian visits the dining facilities,
Emery said. The sanitarian reviews
the inspection reports and conducts
more intensive training, she said..
Emery sa'id Aramark would continue to investigate the problem.
"We don't want something like this
to happen again," she said.

~ TodalJ's Menu .Selections
o

Broth Bowl -

o

Noodle Bowl -

o
/

Miso broth, noodles, greens, vegetable garnish, crunchy. garnish, and protein selection

Ramen

Noodles, stir fried vegetables, crunchy ga'rnish and protein
selection
'

0

Udon

0

Saba

o

Rice Bowl-

Basmati rice, stir fried vegetables, crunchy garnish and protein
selection

o

Rice Stick -

Puffed bean thread noodles, stir fried vege~ables, vegetable
garnish, and protein selection

.

~ TodalJ's Protein Selections
.... -.0 -Chicken- . .. _.{J. -Pork--. . . .. .. O. Seef ..... -. (J. .Tofu

o

Seafood

1---------------

THE MOST FUN

YOU'LL

GET OUT OF
THEDMV.
Unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get to
the DM\Z Because having a motor- '
cycle operator license is ~
something you can live with.
.
IITIICYILE

SAFETY,

~
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What have we done for you lately?
253-8792 • catering@mit.edu
PARTY PIAlTERS
serve 25 people

WI GS THI GS
Seroes 25people

Platters

Vegeubles & Dip
ASJtl«:tioItof~1mb

v~
and Ranch Dip
Cheese & Cackers
71:nw varieties of tionISc chte.w
smJtJtJ with tIS1IOI1«/ cradtm
Fruit Tr:ay
An array of sJiad 5MStJIIQ/ 1mb
fndJ IUiIb yapn dip
Mideastern Platter
.
Hummus, Toboukb, PilaBrtad
GOWEN PlAtTER
Plalters serve 25,People
Rolls
2perpmon
Chicken Fingers

$22.50
28.50
12.00

28.50

$22.95
22.95

2perpmon
a Sour Sauce and Spicy Marinara Sauce

Sweet

F~ITABAR
Beef or Chicken
Sauteed Green Peppers and Onions
Soh Flour Tonillas
Sour Cream, Lettuce, Tomatoes,
Shredded Cheese
$4.95 per person

NACHO BAR
Red, White, & Blue Com Chips,
Salsa, Guacomole, Sour Cream,
Chili, Tomatoes, Lettuce,
Jabpenos, Cheese .
$2.50 per person

$24.95

4 Fperson
Chinese 5tyIe Wi

4

~

24.95

BBQ Ri.rr person
2 per person
Peking Ravioli
2 per person

49.95
29.95

BBQ's

Do you have a Coop Number?

Do it Yourself!

45.95

Mcraa:e1{i; ~bJ

BufQIoW~

Uncooked Hamburgers & Hot ~
with buns
Pouto Chips or ~
Sliced Watennelon, Assorted Sodas
Condiments and Paper Supplies
$4.95 per person

Why ,not?

ICE CREAM PARTY
Minimum of 30 People
Your choice of two ice cream flavors
Chocobte Sauce, Butterscotch, Whipped Cream,
Jimmies, Cherries, Bananas, Cookie Crumbles

$2.95 per person
U.95 per person - ke Cream Only

PIZZAPARlY
$6.95 per pm
Each Topping '.90
Extra Cheese, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Onions, Hamburger,
Green Peppers, Black Olives,
Sausage, Ham, Spinach,
Feta Cheese, Broccoli

If you are a student, faculty, employee or alumnus/na of Harvard, Radcliffe,
the hospitals assodated with Harvard Medical School, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) and affiliates, you are eligible to join The Coop.
If you're not sure you're eligible, just ask us.

For Just $1.00 You Get:
1. Coop Charge Account
(available if you wish)

2. Special Pricing For Members Only
i.e. $5 off levi's 501, 505, 550, 560 & 565'5

3. Member Only Sale Events

4. Opportunity

For An Annual Rebate

Le. During the last event member's took
20% off almost everything for three days. .

~CCIDP

------

Join now to begin enjoying
the benefits of Coop Membership.

\11 T

Applications for undergraduate
financial aid for the 1997-98
academic 'year will be distributed
in Lobby
10 on the following days:
, ,
Thursday, February 6
Friday, February 7

10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Please bring your MIT 10
After February 7, financial aid applications
will be available at the Student Services
Center, Room 3-123

Altera Corporation,

located

n~ 8Qtt~I~ t(o~ e(J~t

in the heart of Silicon Valley

The time has never been

in beautiful

better than now to join an

Northern

California, has set the pace

All-Star team of professionals

from the start in high-

sett~ng league records at a

performance,

consistent pace. The ball is

programmable

high-density
logic devices

in your court. We will be

and associated computer-

interviewing

aided engineering

(CAE)

February 10. For interview

logic development

tools.

consideration,

Our team of professionals
is among the best in the
business, and we've made
a solid commitment

on campus

to

please sign

up at your Career Planning
and Placement Office.

P(J~;t;(JI(~
;1tfQI'taJf'e:

If you can't visit us on
campus, send your resume
to: Altera Corporation,
Human Resources,
Attn: Heelie Drury, College
Recruiter, 2610 Orchard
Parkway, San Jose, CA
95134-2020; fax: 408-435-5065;
e-mail: hdrury@altera.com.
To learn more about Altera,
see our home page at
http://www.altera.com
We are an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

• Software Engineers

continue to grow and
expand with only the best.

• Product/Test

Engineers

• Design Engineers
For the past three years, we
have consistently

produced

• Applications

Engineers

• Sales Engineers

record sales results, going

• Technical Writers

from $140 million to over

• Finance, MIS
.....and more!

$400 million. As you can
see, we set aggressive
goals and achieve them.

A LEADER in Programmable

Logic.

I
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: TAKE

OFFER

:

10% OFF

:

10 RLOWEST
I TICKETED PRICE
WI THIS AD
IEXPIUIES 15
'97
I
L

.

.Hud- adeDras oce
oG~
kU CordoYUJ
It Dna
• ius' to IS widtlts A to EEE

7:00pm-1:00am

Sat

12:00pm-9:00pm

11:00am-1:00am

Sun

12:00pm-11:00pm

11:00am-1:00am

I
1
ias I
~I

QA ....

Store

7:00pm-11:00pm

aterproofBoota

.E.

DBPI'. MIT

Mon-Fri

I

Booters Since 1934

: INTRODUCTORY

Grill

I

At the Boston Park Plaza Hotel
72 Arlington St. 423-5660

~.

-Sales .
SON"Y:

118ad1g1. i

http://www.qaudlo.com
M-F 10-8

95 Vassar St.

Sat. 10-6

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Tutor
An Elementary or High School
Cambridge Student
in
Math, English, Science, Social Studies, or
English as a Second Language.
In just one hour twice

a

week,

between 7:30 am and 3:30 pm,.
You CAN make a dlfferencel

Call 349-6794
Cambridge School Volunteers, Inc.

Across the globe,
from leading
corporations
to advertising
agencies to
design studios,
Fiery technology
from Electronics For
Imaging (EFI) sets
the standard in
high-quality color
printing - and then
some. Energized by
22 consecutive
record-seUing
quarters, revenues
for 1996

And still without equal is our premier product, the Fiery XJ Color
Server, which incorporates hardware and software to transform digital color copiers from leading copier manufacturers into fast, high
quality, networked color printers_
Ultimately, this superior record of growth and market-leadingtechnology means there's neve een a more exciting time to join
EFt. So if you're motivated to make things happen, ready for a
challenge, and looking to design the next wave of innovative new
technologies, there's only one place to be - EFI.

FULl ..TI E & INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Technical Support Engineer
You'll provide color printing and image processing support for
netwotked print servers, as well as back-end support fortecbnicians
and analysts in the field. You wilJ also provide stJPport to some of
our partners (Canon, Xerox, Kodak, Minolta. Ricoh, Oce, Digital
Equipment Corporation and IBM). Requires a BS in CS,CE,EE, IS or a
BA in Graphic Communications! Design. Previous experlenCe in a
digital color graphics industry or equivalent a pius. A strong
background In Macintosh as, Windows, UNIX, and networking is
TeQuired~Hjgh-Ievel communication skills, and the ability to be selfmotivated are essential.

WHEN DRINKING ·
CALL A FRIEND. '
DR GET A RIDE
. WITH A
STRANGER.
Qlil..
h

Hard are Engineer

.....

'Tj

As a strong individual contributor, you will be involved in all phases
of design (jf our high-speed RISC-tiased systems - from product
definition to transition to manufactur~ng. You will use Verilog,
Synopsys and Cadence to design boards, ASICS and FPGAs.
Additionally. you will debug the designs and assist with system
integration. Requires a degree in Computer. Science or Electrical
Engineering. excelJel)t communication skills and the ability to plan
and multi-task in a fast-paced environment.

Software Engineer
Use your excellent programming skills to develop
software which is used in all EFI products. Software is

were up a
phenomenal 56%
to $298 million.
We expanded
aggressively into the
color desktop markel.
ade major moves to
capture the rapidly
growing Wide-format
markeL And our fiery
Produ

Co or

Se",er redefined
p rf r

• for Ihe

hotlest digital color

printers.

developed on industry standard platforms (Mac, SUN, PC and Silicon Graphics workstations)
and custom systems developed in-house. You will develop code for
operating systems. networking and applications, using C, UNIX, Mac
OS or Windows environments. Requires a degree in Computer
Science or Electrical Engineering, excellent communication skills and
the ability to plan and multi-task in a fast-paced environment.

Quality

urane. Engineer

While working- within a small tearn. YOU'll verify the Quality of
pre-release software and prototype hardware for EFl's JJfint controllers using both Macintosh and Windows computers. Yoo'JI also
test print utilities, color quality. media~handling, network performance, and hardware in English and a variety of other languages.
Recording and analYzing test data using electronic mati and an
online database will be key. You will also learn color printing technologiesand standards, as welJ as graphics applications and network packages. Requires an advanced-user level of Macintosh or
Windows. ShOUld have verbal and written communication skills
equivalent to those of a native speaker In Japanese, French,
German, panjsh, Italian or Portuguese. Candidates should be
working toward a technical degree or equivalent. Related experience
in the QA field (graphics, color printing, networking or hardware)
would be helpful.

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's ~
the best call you can make. \,~
OTO CYCLESAFm FOUNDATION ~
This space donated by The Tech
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To Start This Wee
Tuberculosis,

from Page 1

because of the long time it take for
an infection to appear.
"This is the time that we can do
something, and we're acting now,"
Randolph aid.
Randolph declined to identify
the student.

Dorms to be tested Thursday
Representatives
from
the
Medical Department will meet with
residents 'of Burton-Conner
House
and
ext House on Thursday, and
they will be able to administer the
skin test if students want it.
Doctors met with residents of the
Alpha Tau Omega
house and
administered the tests last night.
Another 90 students who were in
small classes with the original patient
will be getting mail asking them to
get tested'at the Medical Center.
Up to 400 students could be tested, but Randolph said he expects
only about 150 tests.
. MIT has notified the City of
Cambridge of the infection and their
treatment
and testing
plan, as
required by lawl

by inhaling many of the droplets.
The chance of infection i low; even
family member living in the same
home have only a 20 percent chance
of being infected.
Healthy people infected with TB
do not normally develop the fullblown disease; rather, their immune
system contains the bacterium. In
this case, the student had a hi tory
of asthma.
The symptoms of full-blown TB
include persistent fever, cough,
weight loss, and night sweats.
The strain of tuberculosis found
in the student is not one of the
newer, antibiotic-resistant
strains,
but an old, "very responsive" strain,
Randolph said.

LaVerde*s Market!

For a recorded message of
'current rate information, call
1-800-4US BOND
1-80Q-487 -2663

III

Gallon ~~1"'"

nnt

S4WJ fJff

tJtJ.

Garelick Milk
6 oz.

AIIt. Varieties

2/1

S4WJ W

Yoplait Yogurt .......••...

ro

12-Pack

1% oa. Cau,

Reg. or Diet S4WJ'1.30

'lQQ

Coke or Sprite ............•.
16 oz.

3Varletles

Prince Pasta

~-r'1f\t
, tJ .

S4VE UP TO #f

........•.....

199

27.7 oz. S Varl t1 S4VE 50"
Ragu Sauce
6 oz. Bag
t. Varl ties S4 WJ50"

.J:
IlIW

Lay's Potato Chips

tJtJ .

Super Storage Crates
Only ~1Ie

upplJ

Last

Deli

Produce
I{~ti rl'nl~nt '!
I)~af~ of .\Iind?
You have your reasons.

Grocery

We at LaVerde. Market are dedicated in
our pursuit to tisfy your needs. If you have
a uggestion, comment or complaint, we have
a suggestion box in the cashier area or pi ase
feell'ree to peak to Marc or teven
WE AlE HEBE SEIYE Ym! and make
your trip to LaVerde. a pleasant one.
Thank You,
Marc & Steven

McIntosh or Red Delicious

Bagged Apples
Big & Juicy California

Navel Oranges

Louted Oft the FInt
P100r 01 the 8lrauAln
8mdeJlt

lrU.T.

Cealer

84M_Aft

the
at
..

Oft

e-,-.

Caabridte. MA

Chicken Cutlet Parmigian Dinner

2/$3
.
l:.19~

OnlyU

Include BroccoU, RIce Pilaf &. A Roll

Only ~

Heat &Senoe

BBQ SAVE'l

Chicken Legs. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lb.

LaVerde*s Market.

Open: Mon. tbru Sat., 7 a.m. to Midnight, Sunday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Prices Effective tbru Sunday, February 2 tbru Saturday, February 8.
We rewne

the

riCht

to

IbaIt

qUllUd

..
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DOt reapouIbie

for

~ca1
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Case began in fall
The case began when a female
student contracted
TB from an
unknown source, Randolph said.
"It's not uncommon for people to be
,v exposed to TB every so often," he
said.
.
The student spent part of the
summer and all of the fall term at
MIT, during which time the infection developed into the full-blown
TB disease. Only wh'en someone is
in the disease stage are they contagious, accordlng
to the Medical
Department.
The student was treated and is
now healthy and not infectious.
According
to
the
Medical
,~
Ftment;"we know of-no one on
the MIT campus who is now infectious and spreading .further illness."
Immediately
after the disease
was discovered in the student, nine
people who spent a lot of time near
her were given the tuberculin skin
test. One person, the stude'nt's
boyfriend, tested positive at that
time and was treated with an antituberculous antibiotic.
Since the tuberculin
immune
• reaction to passive infection can take
six to 12 weeks to develop, those
who initially tested negative were
tested again last month, and five of
them have now test~d positive and
are being treated with the antibiotic.
Any passive infections, including those among the student's close
friends, almost certainly resulted
from that student's infection.
The initial discovery of the. disease and the treatment of all patients
has been handled by the Medical
Department, under the direction of
Director
Arnold Weinberg.
The
Medical Department isolated the TB
and identified the strain. Weinberg
is also the infectious disease specialist for the Medical Department.
Students interested in getting a
free test should call the Medical
Department at x3-4481 and request a
tuberculin skin test, Weinberg said.
The test involved injecting 100
. microlit _fS of a purified protein
derivative of the bacterium intradermally. The site of the injection is
read and the result determined in 48
hours, Weinberg said.
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$7.50 per h'our
Evenin~5 and
Weekend5
Flexible Schedule
FREE Meal5
- Valuable I.earning'
experienCe5
o -Up.to $100 toward5
MIT Dinin~ purcha5e5
or $50 CASH bonu6-

tr)

o

MIT Caterin~

.Network5

Catherine Gulliver

Jason Kroll

253-8635

253-2182

catering@mit.edu

meal@mit.edu/
I

First case in recent memory
This case is the first time in
recent memory for an infectious disease outbreak at MIT, Randolph
said. The Institute was not affected
by the widespread measles outbreak
at colleges in 1995.
TB is an infectious disease that
is not highly contagious. It is spread
when a person coughs, producing
droplets of mucous which contain
the TB bacterium. The bacterium i$
killed when the droplets are exposed
to sunlight or settle on a surface, so
another person can only
, be infected.

Lobdell Food Court
Ed Taraskewich

253-6492
meal@mit.edu

~for eligibility pfease see location r:n;nager
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is Looking for
Software Engineers
FactSet provides online stock market
data and analysis applicatioRs to
institutional investors, including mutual
fund and pension fund managers and
investment banks. Founded in 1978,
the company has grown at a 25% rate,
enjoys a commanding market share
in the U.S., and is expanding in Europe
and in Asia. With offices in
Greenwich, Connecticut, San Mateo,
California, London, and Tokyo,
we currendy employ about 150 young,
hard-working professionals.

Software Engineers

Our Rewards

We need software engineers who are:

• A high level of responsibility
from the outset that grows with
proven performance

• Ready to take on responsibility and
create opportunities
• Eager to learn from experienced
engineers and use the latest
development tools
Specific skills we desire include:
C/C++, Windows/GUI
development,
Database design and implementation,
Graphics, Financial Modeling/Analysis,
Communications

and networking

Visit our Web site at
http://www.factset.com
'.

• An entrepreneurial environment
ith
the stability of a successful company
• A generous compensation package
including salary, bonus, and stock
ownership

programs

o at
6.270, from Page 1

ts
. we were really scared of," Marques
aid.

The mechanical component
of
E ent was well attended
the robots are built using Lego
The competition, along with the
piece , while the "brains" were pro2.70 contest
for Design
and
vided by an onboard proce or.
Manufacturing I (2.007), continues
Contestants received the procesto be one of MIT's biggest spectator
sor board with most of the electronevents, with a large live audience as
ic components already in place, and
well as many watching the event on
built other items like the sensors
MIT Student Cable. The contest
that robots used to navigate during
venue, 26-100, was filled to capac'
the' contest as well as the infrared
as some audience members sat in the
beacons all robots were required to
aisles and stood in the back of the
carry. The beacons allowed competroom during the three-hour event.
ing robots to "see" each other by
"We do have school pride," said
using infrared sensors to look for
Amy Kang '99, who was among the
the beacon's signal.
live audience.
This year's contest table w s
Some audience members came
designed to encourage interaction
from farther away; Ryland Bennet
between competing robots, someboth nine
thing organizers hoped would result . and Siman Wechsler,
years old, came with their father
in a more interesting final competifrom Belmont,
Mass. to watch.
tion.
"These.
robots
are amazing,"
Robots employed
strategies
Bennett said.
ranging from forklifts meant to pick
Other audience members came
up the blocks from the center and
because of friends or relatives parcarry them to the shelf on the end of
ticipating
in the competition
or
the table to others that gr.abbed a
because they were competitors in
few blocks and then pursued their
previous years.
opponent, hoping to block or con:."There are a lot of people w 0
fuse them.
think this is cool," said Roberto M.
Team faced stiff competition
Aimi '97. Aimi participated in the
"There were a couple of teams . contest during his freshman year.
The contest was run by a team of
really scaring us:' Truesdale said. A
organizers and teaching assistants,
critical matchup for Iron ~aiden
most of whom are current studeqts
was against "Boucho," the creation
who participated as contestants"
_
of Adrian B. Danieli '97, Brian A.
past years.
Zabel '97, Janet Marques '98.
Funding and equipment for the
Boucho scored 84 points in the
contest
was provided
by the
first round of the evening,
the
Department
of'
Electrical
largest number of points scored in
Engineering and Computer Science,
any single round during the compeMicrosoft, 'Motor9Ia, Lego dacta,
tition. It was "an overwhelming vicand several other compaJJies.
tory,"
said contest - organizer
Teams were charged a $150 fee
Geoffrey Phillippe '95.
to enter, but the components providThe robot used a forklift strateed to them were worth several times
gy, lifting half of the blocks in the
that amount, and become the .propcenter of the table and moving them
erty of the team members follo~irig
to the shelf n .its side of the table.
the competition.
_ _. c
During the fifth-round faceoff
This year's
tournament
was
betwe.en these two top' competitors,
broadcast on MlT Student Cable, and
strategies
collided
as Boucho
could also be viewed on th Internet.
impaled twelve blocks from the side
via the m-bone, an interactive video
while Iron Maiden drove its pincers
network. During breaks in the cominto the same blocks from above. At
petition, organizers fielded questions
the end of the round, the robots
from several Internet viewers.
remained
locked together,
their
Although
the winning
team
mechanisms intersecting in the capknew for years they wanted to comtured blocks.
pete, they weren't so sure about
After some deliberation,
the
how they would do. "We did ';.
contest judges awarded joint posthink we were going to win a weel(
session of the blocks, giv~ng each
ago," Schmidt-Lange said.
robot half the value of those blocks
The team's robot did not pertrapped
between
them.
Iron
form to expectations
during the
Maiden emerged the victor, 41-36,
qualifying round on TueSday. "We
because of the blocks it had picked
qualified
by blind luck. Enough
up on the other side of the table's
things went wrong that we scored,"
center.
Iron Maiden "was the only robot . Schmidt-Lange said.

t"'----
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Planned
For King

PRE E T
A DY HE DRICKSO
SE lOR E GI EER

:EVents
parental encouragement to learn and
0 achieve, is a continuing source of
Inspiration for me," Lee said.
Five students were also chosen
to take part in the morning's program. "I've attended this celebration
every year I've been here. If they
ask me to do it again next year, I'd
definitely
like to," said Kira M.
Huseby '98, one of the students who
will be in charge of welcoming
guests. "It's always important to
celebrate Martin Luther King Jr.
because of all he did," she said.
Variety of events will be held
This weekend's celebration also
includ~s a jazz presentation that will
be held on Saturday night in Kresge
Auditorium. The event will be hosted by artistic director Semenya
( McCord, a jazz singer who has been
featured in MIT's annual MLK celebration for the past four years.
The
program's
theme
is
"Journey into Dream" and features
local Boston area artists who will
~ing, dance, read poetry, and play
music.
"Jazz music, vocals, and dance
offer artistic opportunities by which
w:e come to a deeper appreciation
, and understanding
of the importance of Dr. King's teachings and
legacy," said Maureen Costello, a
member of the MLK committee.
"We hope the audience comes away
[from the jazz presentation] being
reminded again of the importance
- of Dr. King through art," Costello
~'Said.
A Youth Conference will also be
~held on Friday and Saturday in the
Student Center. It will be the eighth
annual conference
of its kind at
MIT.'
'!,

The tlleme of the conference is
"Building Bridges for Youth into
the Future" and features two workshops on helping youth to build bet. ter relationships as well as a youth
, choir. The conference is free and
pen to "the youth of the greater
Boston community," Feld said.

I

GIC

TOPIC: DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
IN THE FILM INDUSTRY
DATE: FEBRUARY 4, 1997
TIME: 4:00 PM
LOCATION:
MIT BARTOS THEATER
A.MES 'STREET

The search for
UJENAISSANCE I peop
Competing in today's ever-changing global economy places increasing demands on the performance
of business executives and their organizations.
We create high performance work environments by going beyond traditional business and systems
consulting services to engineer the way companies learn. We do this by:
• Helping an organization to clarify its mission and aligning its strategy with operations
• Rebuilding the way work is conducted by the way employees think and make judgments
• Using computing technology to support individual performance
and share knowledge and experiences across the organization

All MIT students are invited to hear about career opportunities
in consulting with Renaissance Solutions, Inc.
We have offices in New York City, Lincoln, MA, Chicago, San Francisco,
Washington,

D.C., Atlanta, and London. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

RENAISSANCE

Monday, February 10th, 1997 at 7:00 PM

~

Room 4-159

Renaissance Solutions, Inc.
55 Old Bedford Rd.
Lincoln, MA 01773

Casual dress is encouraged. Feel free to bring your resume .
Our on-campus interview date is February 21, 1997 ..

Tel 617.259.8833
617.259.0565

Fax

Website: WWW.RENS.com

.7 p.m. on Wednesday, February 5
· .F ree. p.
fff
with....
. lzza ...

completely confidential
One Motorcycle RiderCourse will
make you a better, safer rider. And
riding will become more fun.__ :::
Call1-800-'44 7-4700 for the ~ -, ~
best education on the streets.

WARM ANl> F_UZZY

IIOTDRCYCLE SAFETY ~nOl

at the ~aMIT lounge (roo1ll50-3~6, third floor of Walker)
for more info., contact jmarkow@mit.edu or pcho@mit.edu
This space donated by The Tech
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Dining, from Page 1
'near campus.
The identification
proce
was
difficult becau e of the number of
source of food available near campu . "Les than 50 percent of every
dollar i spent at Aramark facilities" on campu ,Walsh
aid. Other
large sources
of food include
LaVerde's
Market, the graduate
pub , the junior class doughnut
stand, the 24-Hour Coffee House,
and the vending machines, which
are supplied to MIT through a contract with the Daka Corporation, he
said.
Dining
has "always
[been]
approached in a traditional vein,"
. Wal h said. "That's got to shift" to a
model where dining is characterized
as an "experience, ' he added.
One result of the wide variety of
groups providing dining options
near campus is that MIT has only
limited control over the system. As
a result, there are "no common
goals or strategies," Walsh said.
'

After graduafon, make your
career mov ... to seo.
corporate headquarters are in Santa Cruz,
California, one of the greatest beach towns
in America, a short drive, yet worlds away
from Silicon Valley and San Francisco.

You'll find your place in high technology at
SCO . At SCO, we're the leading supplier
of UNIXI!'!system software for business critical
environments. Your career at SCO could
begin on such projects as UNIX Core
Development, layered server products,
the SCO UnixWarel!'!or working with our
development partner, Hewlett-Packard,
on the next-generation 64-bit UNIX.

At SCO, you'll have the opportunity to do
some great work, in a great place. Begin
your development at SCO.

Group will now form report
During the coming weeks, the
group will turn its focus to the creation of new dining models for the
Institute.
By mid-February,
the group
hopes to have models of various
dining options for the Institute
available for perusal and comment
on the World Wide Web, Walsh
saiQ. The group is "looking at things
from a structure point ... all the way
to the end," he said.
In each area, the group will present proposals to the community
that the group might have summarily rejected previously, Walsh said.
In the area of home cooking, for

We will be on Campus
February 6- 7, 1997

Pizza and BMWs

See your Planning and Placement Office
for more details. '

Today, we're working with such Fortune 1000
companies as BMW, Pizza Hut, Marriott and
the NASDAQ stock market. SCO Development
Centers are located in Santa Cruz, CA;
Florham Park, NJ and in the UK at Watford
(near London), Cambridge and Leeds. Our

Contact us directly by sending your resume
to College Relations, SCO, 400 Encinal Street,
PO. Box
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1900.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

moo,

~,.

SeD

exam'ple, the group may present
proposals ranging from an outright
ban on student
cooking
to
increased In titute support for the
practice.
The committee will al 0 look at
areas related to dining like the MIT
Card program, Walsh said. Other
universitie
have expanded the u e
of the card to great success, he
added.
Final report to come in pril
In the end, "what makes the
most sense" in each area will
become the basis of the final report,
which should be released in April,
Walsh said.
The group is still finding it difficult to recruit individuals to serve as
intermediaries
and to solicit input
on the models, Walsh said. "Time is
a difficult thing right now," he said.
The final report, which will be
.presented to Senior Vice President
William R. Dickson '56 and Dean
for Undergraduate
Education
Rosalind H, Williams, will then be
used to prepare a new request for
proposals. The new contractor,
if
chosen, would take over for the
1998-99 school year.
Although the final report will be
several months behind schedule, the
dining group is working
well,
Williams
said. "The group has
uncovered some extremely complicated issues and is trying to get a '
full sense of community opinion on
those issues. This just takes time,"
she said.
Walsh said the group had considered the idea of having MIT take
over the day-to-day control of the .
dining system. However, "there is
not a great deal of excitement"
about the idea, he said.

www.sco.com

Interactive
loin
the Ieaderl1\ . Television
J I
massive Yscaleab\eco~puting
and leave your mark on the irifonnaticm age.
WEB SERVERS!

. 2 weeks old, 1989

AUDIONIDEO ON DEMANb!
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA!

While computer giants seek the architectural holy grail to perform these
applications on the grand scale required by the Web, nCUBE has found it massively. And while many Internet st~rtups are pushing overhyped
products of dubious merit in a desperate search for capital (let alone a
market), nCUBE has already garnered strong financial backing for our
scaleable media server platforms and has already partnered with leading
telecommunications and cable operators.
.
NOW THE FUN BEGINSI If you have a passion for interactive multimedia
and want to share with us your creative vision and your skills for realizing
this vision, we want to hear from you!
At nCUBE, hardware and software engineering opportunities include:
scaleable web server development, audio/video pointcasting, ATM adapter
design for audio/video delivery, kernel/device driver development and
testing, and embedded microprocessor systems design.
nCUBE offers a friendly, casual work environment, competitive salaries,
and excellent benefits,. We have openings in' the Boston area as well as in
the great Northwest (Beaverton, OR) and the beautiful San Francisco Bay
area (Foster City, CA).
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2 years old,l992

Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunk driver on March 23, 1993,
on Pacific Coast Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
Ifyou don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will?
.
Do whatever It takes.
-

\~\J P.
. ~C).\C).pase & App\e\.'2l

'
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For additional info, see nCUBE's recruiting materials at the MIT Office of
Career Services. To arrange for an on-campus interview, please contact
us through MIT Career Services or at hr@ncube.com.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
• Help Wanted
Healthy
men needed as sperm
donors. Help others and earn up to
$120/wk. Must be between 19-34 &
5'9" or over. Call 497-8646 to see if
you qualify! California Cryobank, Inc.,
Cambridge.

~
,

Advanced Intemet Web site creation
- Virtu Flex software offers aspiring
web developers weekly training sessions every Thursday -evening from 7
pm to 9 pm. People with a basic
working knwoledge of HTML can learn
more advanced methods of creating
web sites for most telecommunications via the internet. This training
seminar is free. Please call for more
information: VirtuFlex Software 930
Mass. Ave. Cambridge, MA 02139.
617-497-8006
ext. 32. Or find out
more
via
the
internet:
http://www.virtuflex.com.

Web page designer to help creat new
web site, must be experienced, motivated, creative. Resume & URL references to 259 Walnut St. Suite #2,
Newton, MA 02160. Fax to 617-5277074.

Uke chess? Uke kids? Volunteer to
teach at Agassic elementary school
in Cambridge near Harvard and public
transportation.
Training and support
provided. Call parent coordinator:
Leslie Akula (547-4488).

Animated Instructors needed to present fun science activities for kids at
schools and parties. Need car and
experience with kids. Training provided. Part time. Pay: $20/1
hr. program. 617-643-2286.

Intelligent Handyman with tool box
wanted to help lift heavy objects and
fix up Central Square apartment.
Experience with Macintoshes and old
houses a pius. Negotiable hours and
pay. Call Anne 617-661-2089.

Visual C / Visual Basic Programmers
wanted - work at school or our office.
Exciting Global Positioning System
software. Salary negotiable, full or
part-time.
http://www.teletype.com/gps, 734-9700.

Web page designer
new web site, must
motivated, creative.
references to 259
Newton, MA 02160.
7074.

to help create
be experienced,
Resume & URL
Walnut St. #2,
Fax to 617-527

• For Sale

Help Wanted
College financial
aid - Student
Rnancial Services has information on
3,400+
public and private sector
funding sources. A must for anyone;
seeking financial aid! For information:
call 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50J32 (We
are a research and publishing co.)

Portable

CD-ROM for Macintosh

(Reno model).

Plays audio CDs and

CD-ROMs. Can run on batteries
function

as a standalone

player.

$139

for

$50.

new;

Contact

and

audio CD

barely

used

daniels@the-

tech.mit.edu.

• Services Offer~d
legal problems? I am an experienced
attorney and an MIT graduate who
will help you resolve your legal problems. My office is in downtown
Boston, accessible
by MBTA. Call
Esther Horwich at 523-1150.

• Travel
Spring break '97' Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica

& Florida.

group organizers.

Campus

reps &

Earn free trips &

cash ... Call us today 1-800-700-0790.

,
Advertlslnc PoUcles
Classified
ads are due at 4:30 p.m.
two days before day of publication, and
must be prepaid and accompanied by a
complete address and phone number.
Send or bring ads, with payment, to
W2G-483 (84 Mass. Ave., Room 483,
Cambridge,
MA 02139).
Account
numbers
for
Mil
departments
accepted.
Sorry,' no .personal"
ads'.
Contact our office for mor~ details at
258-8324 (fax: 258-8226) or ads@thetech.mit.edu.
$5 per Insertion

What if Mil threw a huge party. a'nd no one came? .
A curse on your loathsome
party hats! Sometimes I
think you want us to fail!

OK ...So maybe these
''fun-inducing TM" hats
weren't such a ~eat idea. -~.-

per unit of 35 words.

Opinion

lIews.
Business

Not your idea of a good time? Make your voice heard!
Help us pl~n. a week-long party t.hat every Senior will want to attend.

JOIN THE SENIOR WEEK COMMITTEE
For information. contact Jill Pullen at x3'.0708

or bye-mail at <srweek97-request@mit.edu>.

~hoto

Sports

Stop by our
office in

\'\/20-483'
or call
253-1541

no matter
how wet
you are,
or
what
health
Insurance
you have,
most
mit medical
services
. are
regular
Internal
medicine

free
if you're a
registered
MIT
stut;lent

urgent care
24 hours a day,
every day
of the year
253-1311 (YOk:e. TOO)

and nurse
practitioner
appointments:
253-4481 (YOk:e.lOO)
8:30am-5pm,
monday-friday
(ask about
appointments on
Tuesdays til8pm)

mil medical
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Take the first step to becoming a leader in today's Air Force. Put your college degree to work in the Air Force
Officer Training chool. After completing Officer Training chool you can
become a commissioned Air Force
officer with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportunities
Discover how far a career in the Air.
Force can take you and what it takes
to qualify. Call

~LT'\

The Faculty Club can make event planning simple.

.You kook The aay,
we Take caxe Of Tbe xesTl
Menu ideas, linens, china and flowers! Your perfect loca~ion for
one-stop event planning. The Faculty Club handles every detail.
We set up all your tables and chairs as well as A/V equipment.

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4,1997, 4-SPM, RM-(6-1201
TO ALL SOPHOMORES IN THE DEPARTMENTS OF AERO/ASTR0, CIVIL, MATS.
SCIENCE & ENG., MECHANICAL, NUCLEAR, OCEAN AND UNDESIGNATED, LEARN TO
RELATE TRADITIONAL ON CAMPUS .ACADEMIC PROGRAMS WITH OFF CAMPUS
WORK EXPERIENCE IN INDU~TRY/GOVERNMENT WHILE EARNING JOINT SB/SM IN
ENGINEERING.
ALSO, THERE IS A NEW PROGRAM WITHIN THE EIP FRAMEWORK - A SUMMER JOBS
PROGRAM. STUDENTS WILL HAVE A WORK ASSIGNMENT AT A COMPANY SITE FOR
ONE SUMMER, INVOLVED WITH PROJECTS OF INTEREST TO THE COMPANY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACTLAURA ROBINSON '80 (Imr@mlt.edu)
or
SUSIE MCCLAIN (suzm@mlt.edu)
Rm 1-211 / Tel: 253-8051
http://web.mit.edu/aCs/athena.mit.edu/org/e/eip/www

/eip.btml
This space donated by The Tech
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in computing,
to change

Giga
to

take one look.at us
and forever change the way you
determine
success.
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.Research
Associates

something

of innovation

had an idea;

single-handedly

telecommunications

the way you

ct

by completely

in real-time.

to

We're looking for individuals with the kind
of drive and determination to turn our vision
into a global reality. These are fast-track
opportunities where you'll learn from a
recognized legend, as well as work with
contemporary leaders of every field.
The experience and skills you acquire as a
Research Associate will ultimately prepare
. you for a coveted Research Analyst position,
where you will become an expert in a
selected area of IT.
S~ if you're hungry enough, confident in
your abilities and undaunted by formidable
challenges, please check Career Services
for on-campus interview dates or send your
resume to:
Giga Information Group, Inc.
One Longwater Circle, Norwell, MA 02061
Attn: Human Resources. Fax: (617) 871-5098
E-mail careers@gigaweb.com
For more information, visit our Web site at
www.gigaweb.com
Positions available at offices in:
Santa Clara, CA • Westport, C1
Cambridge, MA

An equal opportunity employer
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to determine each skier's finish for
that day. The times of the fastest
fi ve men and the fastest three
women determine the team tandings for each squad.
The relatively
short slalom
course at Berkshire East ki Area
seemed tame in comparison to some
of the team's training courses, as
well as to the previous weekend's
steep, long, and icy course at the
individual warm-up race at Pats
P k, .H. However, a tightly set
series of fast turns took its toll on
t e team.
The women's squad struggled to
produce its three finishers because
of many crashes and missed turns.
The finishers were Sarah Carlson
'00, Valentina
Sequi '97, and
Chrissy Hartmann '98. Carlson and
Sequi both made their college
debuts in the meet. In spite of the
difficulties, MIT did beat out Trinity
for ninth place out of 10 teams.
The men also had their share of

THE TECH
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t Meets Despite Weather
a second per finisher per run. Kurd
once again led the team, with the
other four scoring finishes coming
from Protz,
co-captain
Geoff
Johnson '97, Gerstle, and Sean
Lavin '97.
During the next week, the team
kept one eye on their Wachusett
Mountain training cour e and one
eye on the evolving weather forecast for the Waterville Valley Ski
Area in ew Hampshire, for the
Jan. 25 and 26 races hosted by
Plymouth State College. A pattern
all too familiar from last year's
Waterville
races was emerging.
Snow fell Friday night but had
changed to rain and a heavy fog
Saturday morning.
Consequently the soft snow led
to large ruts and holes in the long
World Cup level slalom course. On
her first run, Baker hooked a ski tip
on one of the gates and spun around,
with subsequent acrobatic recoveries, but managed to finish along with
Rosenthal and Hartmann to lead the
women to an eighth-place finish.

eras he but so did their competitors.
As a result, MIT fini hed sixth out
of nine teams. Dave Kurd '98, in hi
college debut, led the team with a
25th-place finish, followed by Mike
Protz '97, co-captain
ate Ku hman
'98, Jeremy Ger tle '99, and Andy
Boral '98, who was also in his college debut.
The Berkshire mountains produced some extremely cold weather
for Sunday's giant slalom, but that
did not stop Brooke Baker '99 from
turning in some hot skiing for a
15th-place finish, with supporting
finishes from Hartmann and Marj
Rosenthal '98, scoring her first college points of the season. The
women settled into a comfortable
eighth place, making the previous
day's loss to UConn look like a
fluke.
The men, by contrast, had trouble keeping a fast line through the
difficult
bottom section of the
course, and were edged out of sixth
place by Babson by only one second
- which translates into one-tenth of

The men had entered the weekend tied with Babson for sixth
place, and needed at least a sixthplace finish in the slalom to take the
lead over their Boston-area rivals.
After the first run, MIT was, as
usual, packed right in there with
Brown, Babson, and St. Anselm's.
Although anything can happen in
the second run, MIT still had seven
finishers from the first run, from
which only five finishers would be
neces ary for the scoring. The afternoon got off to a strong start, with
Kurd finishing 19th and Johnson
28th.
However, the next two racers
exited the course within sight of the
start. All three of the remaining racers would now need to finish the
long and difficult course, now mostly
shrouded in fog. Lavin, next in the
gate, skied off and successfully completed the course. Next up was Dan
Zelazo '99, who made it through for
his first scoring opportunity.
Gerstle, the sole remaining skier,
headed off into the ~og but was able

to finish. The five successful finishers put MIT in sixth place - but
ahead of St. Anselm's this time, but
not Babson, which had turned in an
astoundingly
strong performance
with all of their top skiers finishing.
As is almost on cue from last
January, the temperature plummeted overnight and turned the soft
snow into bulletproof ice. Then the
winds started to blow, which prevented any of the ski area's chairlifts from operating. Instead, skier
had to use a short t-bar lift and an
invigorating hike to the top of the
giant slalom course. Baker took
10th place for the women, followed
once again by a much-improved
and speedier
Rosenthal
and
Hartmann, with the team finishing
its u ual eighth place.
The men finished in seventh
place, three seconds off Brown, and
five seconds off Babson - only
half-a-second
per racer per run.
Kurd led the team with 29th place,
followed by Protz, Lavin, Gerstle,
and Johnson.

Sports in February
Sunday

Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

4

Events for Saturday, February 8:
,#1en's

Basketball vs. Springfield College, 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball vs. WPI, 1 p.m.
Men's and Women's Fencing vs. Yale University

5

Men's
Basketball vs.
Connecticut College,
7p.m.

6

Squash vs.
Amherst
College, 4 p.m.

7

Men's Indoor Track and Field in the Quad
Invitational

8

Swimming vs. Amherst

10

9

Men's
Basketball vs.
Tufts University,
7:30 p.m.

11

Women's Basketball
vs. Babson College,
5:30 p.m.

12

Men's Hockey
vs. Franklin
Pierce College, 7 p.m.

Men's Volleyball vs.
Wentworth Institute of
Technology, 7 p.m.

14

13

Women's
Hockey vs.
College of the Holy
Cross, 7 p.m.

16

17

18

Men's
Basketball vs.
Norwich University,
7p.m.

15

Men's
Basketball vs.
Western New England
College, I p.m.
Men's Hockey vs.
Central Connecticut
State University, 2 p.m.
Men's Indoor Track
and Field in the New
England Division 1Il
Championships

Squash vs. Dartmouth
College, 1 p.m.

-~

See far left.

Men's Volleyball vs.
Harvard University,
7p.m.

Men's Gymnastics vs. Dartmouth College, I p.m.

Men's and Women's
College, 1 p.m.

Men's Hockey
vs. Worcester
Polytechnic Institute,
7p.m.

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Men's
Volleyball vs.
Roger Williams
University, 7 p.m.

19

Men's
Basketball vs.
WPI, 7 p.m.

20

Pistol in the
Intercollegiate
Sectionals

21

Women's
Basketball vs.
Mount Holyoke
College, I p.m.

22

Men's Gymnastics vs.
University of
Vermont, 2 p.m.
Pistol in the
Intercollegiate
Sectionals

Take a look inside
The Tech
this
term.
No matter what your interest, you're sure to find something to do at MIT's Oldest and Largest Newspaper.
Just stop by our office in the Student Center any Sunda~ Monda~ Wednesda~ or Thursday night and see how
.. ~~sy.i~i.~to .become
part, Qf the tradition.
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Ski TeamsFinish in Ice Hockey Beats Springfield 7-3
Seventh and Eighth
By Hana Ohkawa

STAFF REPORTER

By Jonathan Shefftz
HEAD COACH

The men's and women's alpine
squads of the ski racing team completed their second of five regular
season race weekends on Jan. 25
and 26. At the race, hosted by the
University of Ma sachusetts, the
teams battled the slopes, competing
colleges, and the ever uncooperative
ew England weather.
The team had already run training courses at nearby Wachu ett
Mountain for two-and-a-half weeks
prior to their first weekend race on
Jan. 20 and 21. The team race in
the
Eastern
Collegiate
Ski
Conference's
Osborne Division,
which contains the second most

Nf4Y'OO~&SaR~ LIke. TO
~PUL~
CLA$C$
AT NCON?

competitive collection of teams in
the Eastern United States: Boston
College, Plymouth State College,
University
of Massachusetts
at
Amherst, Smith College, Babson,
Saint Anselm's
College, Brown
University,
University
of
Connecticut, and Trinity College.
Each weekend competition has
each skier taking two runs down a
slalom course on Saturday and two
down a giant slalom course on
Sunday. The slalom course consists
of quick short-radius turns, while
the giant slalom consists of longerradius turns at higher speeds. Each
day's run times are added together
SkIIng, Page 27

The men's ice hockey team
earned a satisfying 7-3 victory over
league rival Springfield
College
Wednesday at the Johnson Athletics
Center. Longtime fans may recall
the Springfield-MIT clash which was
described as "arguably... the most
dramatic win in MIT hockey history"
["Hockey Continues Win Streak with
Tough Springfield Victory," Jan. 31,
1996]. In that memorable match-up,
a goal by team captain Tetsu Inada
'97 with four seconds remaining in
the final period gave MIT a 5-4 win.
A month later, Springfield
extracted a bitter revenge from MIT,
as they eliminated
the heavily
favored Engineers from the league
playoffs. In this year's season opener, the two opponents fought to a
standstill, to end the game with a

I F \ EAT LUNCH
BEFORE CLASS)ll'M
100 $L.fE"P( TOPAY
ATTENtiON

frustrating 2-2 tie.
The stage was set for more
drama as the Pride of Springfield
College and the Engineers of MIT
faced off yet again Wednesday
night. Both teams struggled offensively in the first period. The
Engineers failed to score in spite of
having a two-man advantage for
over a minute.
The Pride converted a power play
in the final seconds of the period and
took a I-D lead into the locker room.
A fired up MIT team took the ice at
the start of the second period, and the
offensive fireworks began.
Joe Charlson G started off the
scoring with a goal in the first
minute of the period. Offensive
powerhouses John Rae '99 and Greg
Donaldson '00 each contributed a
goal to give MIT a 3-1 lead.
Wing Jonathan
Bennett
'98

{F ( EAT AfTER
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cemented the lead with two consecutive goals. The first was a breakaway capped with a beautiful shot
about 20 feet from the net. For the
second, in a good heads-up play,"
Bennett followed
up a shot by
Inada, flipping the rebound past the
faJling Springfield goalie.
Inada started off the third period
with a loose puck goal to bring the
score to 6-1. The final MIT goal
was scored by Brett McKeone '98.
The Springfield game gave MIT a
much needed league win. With four
games left in league play, the
Engineers have an unimpressive
3-2-1 league record. MIT has
improved greatly since the rocky
first half of the season, and a strong
finish is within reach.
The
Engineers
will
host
Worcester Polytechnic Institute at 7
p.m. on Wednesday.
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